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The Project

An lntroduction / Abstract

Surface parking lots are the most unexploited potential public open spaces. They are thought of as

strictly storage spaces for vehicles, and designed as just that, with hardly a thought given as to how they

contribute to people's perception (often negative) of their immediate context and the overall character of

the city. ln most North American cities, parking lots, whether urban or suburban, look very similar. Other

than possible material differences (such as a slot-loading ticket dispenser rather than a meter; the type of

lighting used) there is virtually no distinction between a parking lot servicing a restaurant in an upper class

neighbourhood and one used by patrons of a convenience store in a suburban strip-mall.

The project began as a redesign of a specific parking lot site in downtown Winnipeg, Manitoba;

therefore, all of the research has been focused on finding information about this site. As the project

progressed specific questions began to arise over and over again, for instance: Why do the parking tots

look the way they do; how do they compare to the rest of the city; what is the actual image versus the

perceived image; who maintains this image? lt became evident that answering these questions was just as

important, if not more so, than the actual redesign of the surface parking lots in a chosen site area because

these questions are at the heart of why so many neglected parking lot developments seem to have taken

over North American cities and why we are so reluctant or, in some cases, helpless to stop it,

The document has been separated into two parts. Part One is what I refer to as the formal portion of

the document. lt is the synthesis of all of the analytical material and has been organized in the order the

work progressed. Chapter One introduces the reader to the site with a detailed historical overview of the

evolution of downtown Winnipeg and the growth of surface parking lots in the area. Chapters Two and



Three focus on surface parking lots and the surface parking lot aesthetic, using the site to illustrate the

typical application of cunent surface parking lot standards in North America. Chapter Four takes the surface

parking lot and reveals how the application of minimal parking lot design standards and poor planning

practices have inadvertently shaped a negative image of the site and of the City of Winnipeg. Chapter Five

discusses the economics behind the parking lot, using an existing lot in downtown Winnipeg to outline the

cost of developing and maintaining a surface parking lot in today's market. The formal part of the document

concludes with my recommendations for the development of the site and the City (as well as a few that

reflect resolutions towards information gathering problems I had encountered during the historical research

of the site) outlined in Chapter Six,

Part Two consists of the more informal work - a collection of reflections and thoughts of the project

and the practicum process itself. This portion of the document begins with Chapter Seven, which explores

one of the processes used to analyse the site, specifically the creation of viewsheds for each of the parking

lots located in the site area. The process of creating and manipulating the viewshed images was actually

one of the first exercises undertaken and subsequently informed the majority of the formal written work,

They are interesting to show in contrast to the analysis found in Parl One of the document, Accompanying

the viewsheds are journal entries written during the creation of each set of images to give the reader a

glimpse of the thoughts and questions that developed throughout my practicum process. The reflections

have been reproduced here exactly as they appear in the journal from whence they or¡ginated,

As a final note - a document of this sort is traditionally ended by the appendix and references cited.

I have chosen instead to end the document with Anofher Conclusion - one final thought to make you think.

Or at least wonder,.. even if for just a moment.
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Parking Lot Aesthetic and the City lmage

I have spent a lot of time wondering what this actually means. The parking lot aesthetic and the city

image. I started oÍf knowing that parking lots, as they are currently built, do not encourage a positive image

of the city. Of any city. ln Winnipeg, for example, the congregation of large amounts of surface parking lots

in prominent areas of the downtown have left these areas feeling empty. Especially in the evening when all

of the vehicles have gone and all that is left are these vacant fields. So, the next obvious question was why?

Why are we building surface parking lots? More importantly, why are there not more people asking, why are

we building surface parking lots that look the way they do? ln current parking research and urban planning

practice, the parking lot aesthetic generally refers to the layout of the surface parking lots with respect to

the efficient movement of the automobile within the lot - from the time the vehicle arrives to the moment it

leaves. You may have noticed that the person driving the vehicle is not overtly mentioned, lt is assumed

that someone is driving the trucks or cars, but they are not specifically whom the parking lot was built for, A
person's physical well-being, or safety, is considered with the inclusion of parking lot lighting requirements

and suggestions that if plant material is to be included, to make sure that it is low or high enough so that

someone cannot hide behind it. ln most instances, this suggestion is taken more as a warning to not plant

anything rather than risk the possibility that someone might get hurt. The movement of the passing pedestrian

is also not included. Why should it be? They too are not the intended users of the lot. The passing pedestrian

is merely a variable in a problem that arises whenever an entrance or egress of a parking lot crosses over

a public sidewalk. lt is interesting that the idea of creating a place to leave our vehicles has been broken

down into these neat little equations and standards, when these places for our vehicles contribute such a

strong, ovenruhelming image that dominates the locations they inhabit.



I do not want to hide the parking lots. I do not wish to build more. I do not intend people to take this

work as an incentive, or justification, for a city to build as many surface parking lots as it wants, or which

residents think they need. On the other hand, I don't necessarily see parking lots as a bad thing. Quite the

contrary. I sort of like having them around. I enjoy the openness of them; the feeling that if you close your

eyes you could get lost in the sound and touch of this open space while standing still. When I say this, I am

thinking of a specific location. A site was chosen for the basis of this practicum. Many hours, days, and

months of research for one big site in downtown Winnipeg with every intention that a redesign of the site

would be the end result. But this is not what has happened. I found the more I visited and learned about

the site, the more conflicted I became about the whole parking lot issue. As I documented and walked

through the various parking lots, the less I could see anything wrong with them. More to the point, the less

I could see anything wrong with the idea of them, The parking lots became a maze I would walk through

almost every other day, each time trying to figure out a more time-efficient route; and each time getting a
look from someone wondering what in the world was I doing. Sometimes, what I was doing was trying to
prove that although they seem far away from everything, most of the time a visitor to the downtown walks no

more than five minutes, on average, from any one parking lot to their destination. Or at least not walk further

than they already do at any one of the regional shopping centres (see Figure 2.4). The majority of surface

parking lots - some would say all - are not very nice to look at. They have fences which are either rundown,

or hard to climb over if need be. The asphalt surface is usually cracked and uneven; dotted with puddles or

ice patches. These parking lots are not very inviting. They do not draw people in as say, a park, or even a
public bench. That is why we insist on hiding them. Shielding us, the innocent bystander, from the sight of

this extremely utilitarian place, Yet if we were to see the same space as a six year old child, we would think

it was the coolest place in the world. At least I would,

The parking lot is unfairly regarded as a negative thing. People tolerate parking lots because they

see them as a necessary trade-off to driving a private automobile. Despite cities' efforts to enhance the

surface parking lots overall appearance with details such as planting, interlocking pavers, lighting, it is still

'just a parking lot'. It is unfortunate that we merely tolerate parking lots. ln all the literature and observed

opinions, I cannot recall ever hearing someone say that a parking lot was a place where they liked to go.

You often hear stories of finding a great parking spot, but this is in reference to the location and/or the
parking rate of the lot rather than the urban space itself. lt is not the users fault. This is the opinion we seem

to have grown up with, and the majority of parking lots built have not done anything to change this opinion.

What if we were to think of the act of parking our vehicles as one, not of storage, but of display. When we

leave our automobiles on the side of the road or in a parking area (a designated parking lot or vacant piece Parking Loi as a Stage - final studio project



of land) weareineffectleavingapartofourselves; asmalltokenof howwelive. Ourmodeoftransportation

is a part of how we choose to present the image we have of ourselves and how we want people to see us.

Sunday night cruising down Portage Avenue in Winnipeg is a perfect example. On a typical Sunday evening

the street is lined with spectators as people of varying economic and cultural backgrounds from within and

around Winnipeg, show-off their vintage or enhanced vehicles by either parking along, or driving down

Portage Avenue east towards the downtown. Car shows also take advantage of the spectator sport of

admiring the automobile. Why then have our urban spaces for the automobile not evolved to reflect this

voyeuristic attitude and sense of community? We have learned to ignore, or worse, be indifferent towards

surface parking lots. The ignorance and indifference eventually translates to negative feelings of the overall

image of the parking lots context. Winnipeg is faced with this negative perception everyday. Areas of the

city in which there is an abundance of surface parking lots are perceived to lack'character', to be devoid of

interest; whereas, others in which the parking lots are hidden or are not present are generally well-liked.

Mayor Glen Murray of Winnipeg has been noted to have said that a specific street in the City was, "...so

successful because it has no surface parking lots".*

A parking lot is not just a parking lot, a sidewalk just a sidewalk, a road just a road, a building just a

building. These are all elements which should be allowed to mold to each other, intertwine in various ways

according to the context in which they are placed, rather than be kept distinct - built separately of each

other with no connection other than sharing a common location. lt is this separateness which has perpetuated

the strong reactions people have towards certain elements regardless of the context they are in. We need

to address people's perception of their environment because, most often than not, it is one's perception of

where they are going that determines if they get there.

To many this may seem like a conclusion, but in fact, throughout the process of creating this practicum,

almost every day has felt like the beginning. lt has been a process of discovery to determine how I felt

about surface parking lots and the image they convey within an urban setting. There has been a constant

struggle between the ingrained idea that parking lots, the automobile and anything associated with them,

are not good for our cities, the environment and society in general, with a nagging doubt that what is

perhaps wrong is not the parking lots but how we perceive them. We demand quality and care in the

products we buy and the places we go to relax to 'forget our troubles' and yet we rarely demand the same

of our total living environment. Why is it that no one ever asks 'pave paradise to put up a building'? I think

we should from time to time. Than we can start to bring that little bit of paradise into everything we do rather

than just sing about it.

* Comments made by Mayor Glen Murny during a
public presentat¡on ¡n the Russell Building at the
University of Manitoba (03 December 2Ø1).
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The Site

Chapter One

A 60 hectare (148 acre) site located in downtown Winnipeg, Manitoba (hereafter referred to as soufh

Porlage area - see Figure 1.1)was chosen because of the abundance of surface parking lots in thìs area

(approximately20percentof thesiteissurfacelotparking-seeFigure 4.2),andbecauseof theimportance

this site has to the image of Winnipeg's downtown and thus to the image of the City as a whole. For many

people arriving or leaving the central core by private automobile or public transport along Donald Street,

Smith Street, Carlton Street (north/south routes); YorkAvenue and St. MaryAvenue (east/west routes) the

site is most often people's first and last impression of downtown Winnipeg (see Figure 1 .2). During business

hours, Monday to Friday 7:00 A.M. to 6:00 PM., the majority of the parking lots are full. (See Appendix for

Parking Occupancy maps). Although many have ticket dispensers, they are "hooded" or not in use during

this time because all the stalls are taken by monthly permit holders. After 6:00 PM., when all the parking

lots have emptied out, the area is transformed into what has been described by some residents as a "ghost

town", and the ritual hunt lor a free parking meter begins. Almost all evening visitors to the south Portage

area will circle the streets, often up to a half hour, looking for a free, on-street parking meter rather than use

the now empty surface ticket lots (as observed during several informal evening surveys of the parking lots

in the site area). lt is unclear whether this activity is caused by issues of safety (personal or vehìcular),

convenience (on-street parking is usually closer to the destination), or economics (why pay for a ticket lot

parking spot when there is free on-street parking). Research conducted by Sjoerd Stienstra, a parking

consultant and researcher, shows a combination of all these factors, with the addition of: time, trip purpose,

and weather (in cold climate cities) play a role in our decision of where we choose to park.



Figure 1.2 Primary Vehicular lrrlovement through the Site
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Figure 1.1 Downtown Winnipeg Site Area.
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Site history

Before the City of Winnipeg was incorporated in November 1873 the infant settlement built up on

the swampy lowlands of the Red River floodplain near The Forks (the junction of the Red and Assiniboine

rivers) was a relatively unimportant part of the larger Red River colony of Upper Fort Garry, owned by the

Hudson's Bay Company (HBC). The Site, plus another two hundred hectares of land in the vicinity of Upper

Fort Garry, was a part of the HBC's reserve lands.l (See Figure 1 3) The Hudson's Bay Company had

intended the area to become the heart of a new town named "Selklrk" in plans drawn up in 18722 which, if

built, would have destroyed hopes of Winnipeg becoming the imporlant city centre at The Forks.* Between

1863 and 1870 the Winnipeg settlement was composed of houses and modest businesses concentrated

between Point Douglas in the north, and the first commercial buildings of Winnipeg located at what was to

become the famous intersection of Portage and Main to the south. There were several independent retailers

established along Main Street in the kilometre stretch between the Portage Avenue and Main Street

intersection and Upper Fort Garry by free merchants who were trying to break the HBC's commercial

monopoly in the region. By the end of 1874,just one year after incorporation, Winnipeg grew further south

along Main Street to swallow up Upper Fort Garry and end the HBC's dream of the Town of Selkirk, and its

monopoly and command of The Forks. Despite this rapid and alarming growth, everything within the

Hudson's Bay Company reserve lands was left relatively undeveloped (excluding the lots along Main Street),

and the property of the Company.3 This, in the long run, actually helped protect the south Portage area

(once it was sold to the city and released for development) from becoming a slum as was happening in the

north end (see Figure 1.4). Unfortunately, they were not protected for long as more and more immigrants

began to flood the city exacerbat¡ng the desperate need for housing.

ln 1882 the last of the HBC reserye lands were finally sold to the City of Winnipeg. By 1885, the

reserve lands south of Portage Avenue became the core of Winnipeg's Ward Twoa and the new upper

middle-class residential neighbourhood. Lot sizes (excluding the lots along the periphery) within the site

were much larger than the original residential lots found elsewhere in the city: 50 by 120 feet with a 20 foot

lane and 66 by 99 feet, respectively. The Hudson's Bay Company had actually stipulated that the lots in the

reserve area could not be further subdivided as had happened in the older parts of the City.s The layout of

the new neighbourhood followed the HBC's town plan of Selkirk drawn up ten years earlier - a grid system

of streets and drive lanes which were slightly skewed from the orientation of the HBC's official survey of the

reserye, and completely different from the french river lot system of dividing land which prevailed in the rest

of the city. The cost of each lot was much higher than anywhere else in Winnipeg at that time. The property

Chapter One

* The Forks, located east of downtown

Winnipeg, is the junction of the Bed and
Assrnrborne Rivers - two major rivers which lorm

an important paft of the Transcontinental Trade

Route. The Red River was the principal

transpoftation route from the south, and the

Assrnlborne R¡vet ¡s the lirst (only) wateway that

goes west Ownership ol fhls strafegrb posf was

key lor anyone who wished to take over the

northern and western trade routes passrng

through the Forks. ln 1738, Fot't Rouge was

established at the location and quickly became

a major destination point for merchants travelling

eastlwest along the Assiniboine River or nofthl

south along the Red River. ln 1810 to 181 1 the

North West Company (NWC - a rival of the HBC)

built Fott Gibralter at the Forks. This forced the

Hudson's Bay Company to build tradÌng posts

inland (away from Hudson's Bay) to countercct

trade lost to the NWC. In 1 821 the two trad¡ng

companies amalgamated under the HBC name

and Fot't Gibralter was rebuilt and renamed Fott

Garry. ln 1890 the Foñ and boat docks gave

way to the second major CNR railyards in the

Cily of Winnipeg. After the CNR relocated its

stock yards from the Forks to other Winnipeg

locat¡ons in 1960,Íhe sife sat empty for thirly

years unt¡l the conversion of fhe srte into 'The

Forks Market' durÌng the period of 19Bg to 1994.



Figure 1.3 Hudson's Bay Company Reserve Lands, 1887.
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values along Portage Avenue and Main Street were the highest amongst residential and business properties

anywhere else north of Portage Avenue.6

Ward Two was not purely residential. There were several independent businesses scattered

throughout (such as laundry, food stores, bicycle shops, and later, automotive dealerships and garages -

see page 8) with larger retail outlets and hotels along Main Street and Notre Dame Avenue. With the

development of the I Eaton Company's new department store on Portage Avenue between Hargrave

Street and Donald Street in 1905, came the incentive for large retail businesses to relocate their stores

adjacent to Eaton's (first by filling in the gap between it and Main Street to the east), ensuring the rise of

Portage Avenue as the new commercial hub of the City Other smaller, independent businesses slowly

moved west along Portage Avenue with larger, more affluent businesses moving into the heart of Ward Two

leaving Main Street to harbour the hotels, community clubs, apartment bu¡ldings, offices, restaurants and

anyone else who could not or would not move to Portage Avenue, Areas east and west of Main Street north

of Portage Avenue continued to flourish as the wholesale / warehouse district. At the southern end of the

Site, along Broadway, a similar trend took place but at a much more gradual pace than along Portage

Avenue. Single family detached housing along Broadway was slowly replaced by apartment blocks and

educational facilities, shifting to office buildings by the mid 1950s. The southwestern corner of the site at

Broadway and Kennedy Street housed the Provincial Law Courts, Provincial Gaol, the Land Titles office,

and the original University of Manitoba Arts building (the rest of the University of Manitoba campus was

located just west of the site in the area now occupied by Memorial Park). All three Provincial buildings are

still in use today, in relatively the same condition as when they were built, with the exception of the Provincial

Gaol which now stands predominately empty except for a few offices built in the northern wing of the

building. The University of Manitoba Arts building was razed in the latter half of the 1960s completing the

removal of any reminders of the University of Manitoba's presence in the downtown. The land was then

used as a government employee parking lot for approximately fifteen years before the erection of the new

Law Courts building on the site in 1983.

By 1906 Ward Two began to see a shift not only in retail / commercìal development but also in

population. With a huge influx of immigrants entering the city every day, the population of the City of

Winnipeg had almost doubled between 1 906 to 1916 to an estimated 163,000 with 34.1 percent living in the

central core.i This ìs a far cry from the 1885 total of 19,574 residents when the reserye lands were first

developed. With the large number of people came an even greater demand for housing (see page 10). As

new suburbs were incorporated into the city, the middle class of Ward Two moved out to the new

Chapter One



Tire Store on northeast corner of Graham Street at Main Street, 1920s
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neighbourhoods. The vacant houses and lots in the ward were quickly occupied by lower income groups

as individual real estate agents started to reduce the high land values and disregard the earlier lìmitations

on lot size. By 1914 a large majority of the lots were less than fifty feet wide. The elegant single-family

structures were also not immune to the subdivision process, many of which were divided and the rooms

rented. ln one area of Ward Two a survey of 416 homes indicated 122were improperly occupied by

anywhere from two to eight families.s The CNR train station, known as Union Station,located at the intersection

of Main Street and Broadway (see page 10), also brought a new demographic of residents to the area. As

the station's operation grew, so did the demand for cheap housing within the vicinity of Union Station for the

mass of employees. All of the hotels and apartment buildings within the first two blocks west and north

along Main Street (starting Írom Broadway) were taken over by workers of the railroad - a transient group

with a high occupancy turnover. The result was a slow degradation of the buildings and their eventual

demolition by the mid 1950s.

The depression of the 1930s and early 1940s saw slum conditions run rampant, Slums were no

longer confined to the large immigrant neighbourhoods, but were found throughout the city. lt has been

documented that residents in the core, wealthy or otherwise, who owned houses or some other structure,

demolished their bu¡ldings so they would not have to pay the high building taxes during the depression. ln

addition, many business properties were torn down including the original Hudson's Bay department store

at Main and Broadway which occupied half a city block. Other houses were abandoned by the owners and

taken over by the city for tax arrears, The city also acquired title through tax proceedings of many more

houses plus valuable business properties, and either tore them down or closed them up.t By 1945 it is

estimated that a solid ring of property surrounding the original developed area of the city (approximately 80

percent of the metropolitan area) was owned by the City of Winnipeg.l0

The site before parking lots

Throughout the City of Winnipeg, at the turn of the twentieth century, it was not unusual to hear

stories of flamboyant real estate agents, such as Jim "the Real Estate King" Coolican who was said to have

celebrated in a bath of champagne after selling a million dollars worth of lots in two weeks (he later earned

the name "Marquis of Mud" after selling many lots on unpaved Main Street); of shrewd hoteliers who rented

out rooms and floor space in their hotels by the square foot as the demand for room and board exploded;

or warnings to visitors walking along Main Street and Portage Avenue that, "...if they ever saw a hat floating
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Middle-class home typical of the earlier housing types built in the Site

Ihe Sde

CNR Train Station at the terminus of Broadway at Main Street, pre-1951
The Fort Garry Court apartments are present in the left corner of the photograph
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in the mud they were to throw it a line - there would be a man under it".12 ln the middle class residential area

south of Portage Avenue the stories change tone to ones of children playing amongst the single family or

semi-detached homes which Iined heavily treed streets. Three elementary schools, two churches and

several apartment buildings were situated amongst the residences. Several dance halls, theatres, hotels

and a curling club were located by the retail stores along Portage and Main. The primary mode of travel

was walking, horse and carriage, or street car. As bicycles grew in popularity, so the boundaries of the City

of Winnipeg grew in size. ln 1899 the first private, non-horse powered vehicle, a three-wheeled "velocipede",

in Winnipeg (and possibly North America) was built by a Mr. Edgar Kenrick, a professor at St. John's

College.'3 Two years later in 1901 the first four-wheeled automobile made its appearance; another invention

of Mr, Kenrick and Mr. August Lion. lt wasn't until several years later that the automobile started to gain

acceptance by City officials and residents as a rival to the horse and carriage, and streetcar. They initially

saw the it as a fad that would eventually fade away. Theìr near-sightedness as to the perseverance of the

automobile was not unfounded. The first autos at the time were slow hard and awkward to start, had no

windshields, bad tires and even worse gas mileage. They got stuck in the muddy ruts left by the dray*

vehicles used to transport heavy loads of warehouse goods, and were next to impossible to use in the

winter. Howeve¡ despite all of the problems, the residents of the City of Winnipeg began to adopt the

private automobile as their vehicle of choice. The Manitoba Good Roads Association was formed June

1910 as a result of the ".,.materially increasing number of automobiles operated by local people...". This

brought more urgent demands for better roads, particularly after 1909.14 By 1913 there were 3,18i

automobiles registered ìn Winnipeg. The City was transformed from one of pedestrians, horses, bicycles,

and streetcars to one of all those plus automobiles, and incessant on-street parking.

Why parking lots began to dominate the slte

Since the early economic boom, Winnipeg has traditionally been a very slow growth city in terms of

economics and population. The fastest growth has of course occurred in the suburbs where retail and

other private sector groups were coaxed to relocate by either lower property taxes, or other financial incentives

in order to support the expanding residential market. This trend has continued to put a stress on City

services such as public transit, utilities and roads, as well as contributing to a 'doughnut effect' - residents

and services around the peripheries with a big hole in the centre - which seems to be occurring In Winnipeg.

ln cities experlencing fast growth and a large booming economy, land does not sit empty as it does in

Winnipeg; thus, in a city with a large, non-growing downtown and little investment interest, land is allowed
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to sit either vacant, or as a surface parking lot. Competition exists between downtown business owners

with suburban services which offer cheap retail/ office space and 'free' parking to their users. Consequently,

providing as much parking as possible to support the services that exist in the downtown, as well as visible

public parking for visitors to the area, has become an extremely important issue to current and future

investors in downtown Winnipeg.

During a downtown core renewal phase in the late 195Os and .1960s, 
the city razed many historic or

vacant buildìngs to make way for modern structures, The city officials at the t¡me thought this would show

how progressive Winnipeg was, making it more attractive to investors. However, it was not a unified

revitalization effort but more of a "spot revitalization" with the hopes that all other services and infill projects

would occur spontaneously,ls Unfortunately, the result was a legacy of empty lots, nondescript buildings

and more surface lot parking. Although the proliferation of surface parking lots is usually attributed to these

revitalization efforts there is another, less discussed, reason. The popularity and population of the automobile

grew faster than anyone anticipated. With this growth came the need for vehicle storage ¡n any capacity.

Between 1900 to 1950 the regulation of on-street parking became more of an issue, or rather a nuisance,

as witnessed by the list of on-street parking restrictions which grew with each passing year. Of special

interest is a complaint filed in 1921 by business owner Mr. Edward Dubois, that customers were unable to

approach his premises with their cars on account of autos parked on the street.16 This became more and

more of an issue resulting in a number of private, small business owners buying the property next to their

stores and converting it into a customer surface parking lot. Many of these parking lots still exist today. The

amount of ground level parking was at its highest in 1968-1969, and then again in 1975 City officials

estimate that in the late 1960s, close to 40 percent of the central business district was being used for

surface parking lots.17

Reasons stated in various published reports for the development and persistence of surface parking lots in

downtown Winnipeg have been summarized in the following six points:

1 .) During the renewal phase of the 1960s large tracts of land were cleared for development. Along with a

regular street pattern, wide driveways, consistent backlanes, and no limitations as to building type or size,

the south Portage area was a perfect location for development. Due to a lack of off-street parking and

increasing retail competition from suburban shopping malls, individual downtown business owners tore

down older buildings to provide free, open, off-street parking or at least parking at a rate low enough for the

market to bear.18
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2.) lmproper or 'unfair' tax assessment on land in the downtown core has been a problem since the 1950s,

High taxation on buildings and low taxation on land was (and is) incentive enough for many land owners to

continue using their lots as surface parking.ls

3.) Decentralization of commercial, retail and office enterprises to the suburbs as well as a low residential

presence in the central area have slowly made the downtown increasingly economically dependent on non-

core residents. Suburbanites contribute to the economic prosperity of the downtown area. They are also

the greatest users of the automobile; therefore, they are whom the market caters for.

4.) Zoning controls established around 1948 have helped organize the land uses in the area. However,

some feel that there ìs still too much intermingling of light-industrial, office, commercial, and residential

uses within the south Portage site, each with their own parking requirements, leaving a large area of the

CBD without a clear, established image or "character". During the 1960s an overall slum clearance took

place. Two large areas within the south Portage site were designated as slums and thoroughly cleared.

After the demolition of all of the dilapidated structures the buildings which replaced them were not chosen

and sited according to an overall master plan. New buildings were situated according to land values and

the amount of land a developer could amalgamate. lt can be argued that without a comprehensive

development plan for the city, zoning is an inefficient and short-sighted method of planning the downtown.

5.) ln the late 1950s, most of the property was origìnally owned by several private landowners who had no

connection to the real estate or developer market. They purchased the land with the intent of making a

quick profit - assuming that the land would automatically appreciate in value and would be easy to sell at

any time. Others purchased one or two vacant lots to accumulate wealth that could be passed on to their

children. However, they too had no knowledge of the actual real estate conditions. The several different

owners and high land values made it difficult for investors to amalgamate large tracts of land for big

developments and for anyone else who wanted to build something other than a high density structure, to

purchase the property at a price that would yleld a profit.'?o At present, the majority of the parking lots are

still privately owned by several different individuals,

6,) Complete broad-based revitalization plans were never implemented, "Spot revitalization" was the norm,

with the hope that other businesses would fill in the gaps left behind. Vacant sites which could not be sold

due to the lack of development ¡nterest were eventually transformed into "temporary" surface lot parking.

Some of these temporary lots have been around for at least thirty years. Surface lot parking is the cheapest
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landuse with low initial investment (comparable to an office building development on the same site) or

future overhead relative to the amount of income it generates, The lack of investors interested in building or

leasing space in downtown Winnipeg is a serious threat to its buoyancy. Developers are continually lured

to the suburbs leaving the south Portage area and the rest of the downtown core to suffer the effects of

short-term revitalization efforts. It seems probable that a few buildings were torn down with every intention

of a development replacing them within a few months. Unfortunately, investments failed to materialize,

leaving the land to eventually become a parking lot.21
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Surface Lot Parking

Chapter Two

To park one's vehicle is a concept which has been around since the dawn of wheeled transport.

From Roman times up to the twenty-first century city planners have had to deal with the issue of storing

vehicles. ln the late seventeenth century in New York, "parking" referred to the leavìng of animals in the

street. This act was discouraged by a tow-away service to remove the unwanted animals, Elsewhere,

hitching posts along the edge of the main street were used to park the horse and wagon. ln the nineteenth

century, due to the increase in traffic, livery stables were established as a place where farmers could leave

their teams on market days, and where people could rent a horse and carriage. ln the United States, the

original use of the term "parking" indicated a park excluding vehicles, The use of the word "park" in the

sense of storing vehicles comes from the military definition - the space set aside for artillery, wagons,

beasts, and stores in a military encampment.l

Parking of the horse and carriage, being the primary mode of travel second to walking and the

bicycle, was accommodated on the streets as roadside parking. When the automobile came into fashion

it was treated as the horse and carriage; on-street curb parking. Livery stables were eventually converted

to garages for the repair and storage of automobiles, but they were not necessarily paid parking areas. The

first pay-for-use surface parking lot in the United States is noted as being an upholstery shop in Detroit,

Michigan. ln 1917, the owner Mr. Goldberg started charging customers to park their automobiles at his

shop.2 ln Winnipeg, the first surface parking lot noted in City Council Meeting Minutes was part of a City

Bylaw introduced by Alderman A. I Davidson in May 1907. Lot no. 17 of the Bannatyne Estate (an angular

lot between King Street and Albert Street, presently Old Market Square in the Exchange District of downtown

Winnipeg) was one of three locations to be used as dray and express stands for vehicles kept for hire,3 The
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other two locations were on-street parking areas. The lot and on-street parking are assumed to have been

free since no mention is made of payment of fees required by the vehicle owners. The next surface parking

lot recorded in Council Meeting Minutes is the first of three "parking grounds", built in June 1928, owned by

the T, Eaton company (the other two built between 1928 and 1930 - see Figure 2.1 and 2.3).

The first City of Winnipeg owned pay-for-use surface parking lot was proposed g July 19S1 and

approved later that month. lt was a twenty car parking lot to be built on the south side of James Avenue

between Princess Street and King Street for an estimated cost of $1 ,47O.OO with a monthly charge of $1 .00

per stall,4 (See Figure 2.2) Whether a pay-for-use parking lot was built between 1907 and 195 j is unclear

since the City of Winnipeg did not keep records of surface parking lot development before 1951 as permits

were not yet required, and a license was not (and is still not) needed to operate a pay-for-use surface

parking lot. This is comparable with Vancouver, British Columbia which established its first city owned pay-

for-use surface parking lot in 1948 under the Downtown City Corporation.

"Parking: A Matter of Choosing"

Parking is a key element in the trip-making process. Parking surveys conducted in the late 1g7Os

and early 1980s indicate that 80 to g0 percent of parking needs in the United States were satisfied by

surface parking lots.s Sjoerd Stienstra in his paper "Parking: A lvlatter of Choosing" found choosing a

parking location is dependent on many factors, the most important being walking distance to the destination

(47%), price (16%), habit (10%) and time limits (7%).6 ft is interesting to note that safety is not one of the

most important factors when current research shows the majority of women will most often cite their personal

safety as one of the top reasons why they will or will not use a parking facility (men generally place the

safety of their vehicle above their personal safety).? For distance, the further the parking space is from the

destination the less inclined we are to park there (see Table 2.1 for walking distances). However, the longer

we are at our destination or the more familiar we are with the parking location, the further we are willing to

walk from our parking space. On the other hand, if the hourly or day rate for the parking space is seen as

too high, people are likely to move on to another store or destination.

Most often we do not think about where we will park our cars if we are familiar with our destination;

however, finding a parking spot is often a daunting task when visiting a location for the first time, The

majority of city residents, although familiar with the location of streets and buildings throughout their resident

Suiace Lot Parking 19
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Figure 2.1 Documented Surface Parking Lot development in downtown
Winnipeg, 1907 to 1953.

Kev to Figures 2.2 and 2.3

1. Dray and cabJor-hire stand, 1907 (presently northern half of Old Market Square).
2. First Cíty owned pay{or-use surface parking lot, 1951.

3. First T. Eaton Co. surface customer parking lot, .1928.

4. ï Eaton Co. surface parking lots, 1928-1930.

5, City owned surface parking lot, 1953.

6. Automotive parking lot.
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city, are generally unfamiliar with the location of public parking areas (surface lots or parking structures)

beyond the regional shopping centre or strip mall. One example is of a longtime employee of an office

building in downtown Winnipeg who spent over twenty minutes, one weekend, looking for a parking space

close to his office building when he was unable to park in his monthly permit spot. The employee ended up
parking three blocks away from his usual spot even though there was plenty of parking available in an

underground parking garage located half a block from his building.B

Parking and the Central Business District

Whether or not to provide parking, and how much parking to allow in the Central Business District

(CBD) is an integral component of the transport system focused on the central core, How people move

through a city; what makes them choose between walking, cycling, public transit or private automobile;

choosing to go to one store versus another. How do people rest, lock-up, stop, park themselves, their

bikes, their automobiles? AII of these factors have a role to play in our trip-making process whether we are

conscious of them or not. The parkìng lot may not be our final destination but often the lack of one within a

perceived, convenient walking distance of the final destination, and in a safe location, act as the main

deterrents to people visiting businesses in the destination area, especially if the same stores have a
counterpart located in a suburban shopping centre. The provision of adequate downtown parking is important

for the continuing prosperity of the CBD and for the continuing balance and equilibrium of the overall

transport system in the central business district.l0

From the viewpoint of independent business owners located in the central core, accommodating

automobile users allows them to be "competitive" with suburban shopping centres. This follows the adage
'more parking equals more people downtown'. The unavailability of parking in many sections of the central

core of many cities has been cited by merchants as one of the many reasons for a continually decreasing

level of business.ll Parking is also an important complementary landuse which reinforces the vitality of

other major activities. The availability of parking is often the incentive for downtown investment opportunities,

whereas the inconvenience of no parking spaces underneath or adjacent to a building or development is

seen as an unfeasible or "unattractive" investment.12 An excellent example of this is the Paris Building on

Portage Avenue and the Lindsay Building behind it on Ellice Avenue in the heart of downtown Winnipeg,

From 1997 to 2002, the owners of these two buildings found it next to impossible to lease out the office

space because there were no dedicated parking lots or parking spaces for the tenants.13 As of spring
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2003, the Public Capital Company was in the process of converting the Lindsay Buildìng (which they own)

into approximately 35 to 45 housing units with commercial space on the first two floors. The Paris Building

is scheduled to become the new lnternational Business Centre which will house the offices of Destination

Winnipeg, the Winnipeg Chamber of Commerce and leading Manitoba government departments responsible

for economic development.la Parking spaces for the tenants and visitors has not yet been raised by the

Public Capital Company as a public issue.

The right to park?

A Winnipeg Public Attitude survey (1979)15 shows residents expect parking spaces in the downtown.

Sixty three percent said yes to the provision of more downtown parking, even though the number of public

parking stalls was at its second highest level in the late 1970s, ln two recent public attìtude surveys,

conducted in 1999 and 2002, questions pertaining specifically to the availability and the provision of more

or less parking were not asked. ln general, people were more concerned about the safety of the parking

lots and how this contributed to their overall sense of safety in the downtown. However, as witnessed in the

continuing battle over a new arena development at Portage Avenue and Donald Street, and a proposed

hotel at The Forks (south east of the Main Street and Broadway intersection), the provision of parking or the
"right to park" in the downtown is still a sensitive subject amongst Winnipeg residents. Alongside the

support for the "Save the Eaton's Building" Coalition (an advocacy group who strongly opposed the

demolition of the century old Eaton's Building) many residents feel the new fifteen thousand seat arena will

exacerbate the existing perceived deficit of public parking in the downtown while increasing traffic congestion

along Portage Avenue. The development of a new hotel at The Forks was delayed for several months

before the scheduled ground-breaking because of disputes over two hundred parking spaces.lo One

parking garage, of two promised, had been built to replace the parking stalls displaced by the hotel. ln
simple terms, the merchants of The Forks Market were concerned that without the second parking garage

the new hotel would take away much needed proximate parking for their potential customers. As of June

2003, construction of the hotel had begun, and yet despite the clearing and excavation of the parking lot

where the hotel will stand, the merchants were still fighting the development even with the possìbility that if

the hotel project was stopped there was a high probability that the site would remain undeveloped and an

'eyesore' for many years,l7
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Parking and the pedestrian

ln the central business district gO percent or more of all daily trips within the area may be Walking

trips, The most numerous of all walking trips are Terminal trips: to and from the terminal (e,g. bus stops,

parking lots, etc.). The second largest category are Use trips (e.g. office to a restaurant, or retail store).

Health and Pleasure walks are next, followed by Parades. More studies have been made of walking habits

from parking facilities than any other aspect of pedestrian movement.lB

Walking

Surveys conducted in large cities in the 1970s show that a minimum walking distance of 152 to i 83

metres (500 to 600 feet) is typical with a maximum dlstance of 487 metres (1 ,600 feet).1, More recent

surveys have increased the minimum walking dìstance to 122 metres (400 feet - see Table 2,1). Howard

Schretter states, "The distance that people will walk from parking facilities to downtown destinations is

clearly affected by sight distance. Many people will walk further than the 400 to 500 foot rule-of-thumb

distance if their destination is in sigh1, "zo Robert Morris and S. Zisman made similar observations based on

studies pertaining to walking distances. They found that the walking distance not only varies with the length

of time parked and the purpose of the trip, but also on the perceived walking distance by the user from their

parked vehicle to their destination,2r

Movement

The movement of people within and around a parking lot is considered in the realm of "parkers" not

impeding the efficient flow of the automobile as they move to and from their vehicles, rather than the

allowance of the casual pedestr¡an using a parking lot as an alternate path to the city sidewalk. This is

illustrated by the continuing presence of blocking fences or large shrub beds along the periphery of many

parking lots. Parking Lot Development Standards requiring these elements (see Chapter Three) state that

fences need to be included so as to block glare from the parking vehicles headlights, or to blockthe sight

of the vehicle itself from passing pedestrians, motorists, or adjacent buildings. However, none of the

regulations state that various openings be included along the fence for the ease of movement through the

lot by people walking along the sidewalk. The parking lots are further accompanied by the opening up of

large gaps along the street which may deaden pedestrian movement, especially when there are several
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large parking lots adjacent to one another. While a large parking lot on a main shopping street may be

conceived as a convenience, its side effects - reducing pedestrian attractions, introducing conflicts where

automobiles cross the sidewalk - may weaken or even destroy the vitality of pedestrian use of the street.23

The motorist needs a visually and functionally organized setting, so as to be able to drive in a safe manner

while being able to enjoy the scenery. The pedestrian, on the other hand, has less of a need for organization

but more for visual variety and attractiveness. Monotonous streets provide for a dull, boring walk leaving

the pedestrian wondering why they did not drive. The pedestrian does however need visual cues pertaining

to a sense of safety and convenience.2a

Table 2 1 Examples of walking Distances from a Parkino Lot to the Destination 25

Robert Morris & S.B. Zisman (1965 Washington, D.C. study)

Business Trips

Shopping Trips

Lunch Trips

Wilbur Smith & Assoc. (1965)

Howard Schretter (1 967)

Met. Corp. of Winnipeg (1969)

E.R. Drucker (1973)

Delcan De Leuw (1987)

Paul McNeil, ND Lea (2000)

1,600 feet (average one-way)

1 250 (2,000) feet (average distance)

450 to 500 feet (average distance)

500 feet (curb parker) 635 feet (off-street parker)

400 to 500 feet (average distance)

1,500 feet (maximum distance)

500 to 600 feet minimum 1,600 feet maximum

450 feet "nominal" walking distance

820 feet (250 metres) maximum distance
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Figure 2.4 Polo Park / Stadium site overlaid onto the south Portage area of Downtown Winnipeg

Kev to Figure 2.4

1. Polo Park Shopping Centre.

2. Winnipeg Arena.

3. Canad Inns Football Stadium
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the maximum documented walk¡ng d¡stance

from their parking spo¿ it ls not unusual, when

a football game or concert event is held at the

Stadium or Winnipeg arena, to find people

parking at the extreme ends of the parking tot or

as /ar as one kilometre away along a few of the

residential stree¡s /ocafed wes¡ of the Polo Park

area.
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The Surface Parking Lot Aesthetic

Chapter Three

Surface lot parking as we know it today evolved from 1945 to 1965. Before this time enclosed
parking garages were the norm, or at least the preferred mode of parking due to the fragile nature of the

automobile, specifically its reluctance to start in cold weather unless stored in heated, enclosed structures,

and non weather-resistant paint finishes which had to be touched up or completely repainted every two
years.lBythel950senamel paintfinisheswereintroducedandautomobilebatterytechnologyhadadvanced

sufficiently for automobiles to be stored in open, unheated parking garages or surface parking lots, Drivers'

preference for parking their own vehicle (self-parking) was also introduced at this time. A parking attendant

was no longer needed to park the vehicle; therefore, the layout of parking lots and multi-level garages was

simplified but the complexity and amount of directional signage increased considerably.2

The surface parking lot aesfhefic generally refers to the visual qualities of parking lots, and the

efficiency of vehicular movement within them. This can be seen in design standards for surface parking

lots which are primarily concerned with layout - the number of stalls as a ratio of stalls per floor area of the

building being served by the parking lot / structure (e.g. 4 stalls per 1O0O square feet of office floor area - a

standard used in Winnipeg). Type of screening around the periphery of the lot, general lighting, aisle

widths, location of entrances and exits, location of ticket dispensing machines if applicable, and lot

construction with respect to drainage and surface materials are also considered. Landscaping of the lots in

the form of Landscape Zoning is treated very much l¡ke the parking stalls - the minimum amount of planting

required is determined as a percentage of the total square footage of the parking lot. lf included, the

standard most often found is I0 percent of the parking area should be devoted to "landscaping", however

in some cities this standard is as high as 17 percent.3 A few American cities, such as San Francisco, San
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Diego, and New York, have gone as far as differentiating between street frontage, interior landscaping and

periphery landscaping.o Winnipeg parking standards do not include a minimum or "percentage of site

area" planting requirement; however, planting is included in Part V section 500(1)(d) of the City of Winnipeg

Downtown Zoning By-Law 4800: "each yard, required or voluntary, which abuts a public street or residential

use shall be landscaped."

The most common layout of a surface parking lot is the 90 degree parking angle using the double-

loaded parking module (see Figures 3,1 and 3.2). The double-loaded parking module refers to the length

of two parked vehicles (5.5 metres or 1B feet each) separated by a 7.3 metre (24 foot) driving aisle. A
single-loaded module is the length of one parked vehicle plus the width of the driving aisle (1 2.8 metres or

42 teel).5 For lots of irregular geometry or in which space is limited, 45, 60, or 75 degree angle parking is

used. ln all layouts the minimum width of each stall is 2.6 metres (8 feet 6 inches). The layout choice of

builders is the 90 degree stall configuration due to the lower layout and land survey costs, and the predictability

of the size and shape of the parking module.6 All designated pedestrian pathways are generally kept along

the outside periphery of the parking lot, ln most cases these are city-owned sidewalks. Surface material of

the lots is predominantly asphalt. Paving or cobble stone is also used but it is generally found in private

parking lots or park areas in which the parking lot was designed as part of the overall site (e.g. Granville

lsland in Vancouver, British Columbia; The Forks Market in Winnipeg, Manitoba).

Big Box Stores = Big Box Parking

The habit and layout of parking may have evolved in the 1940s to 1960s, but it is the advent of the

suburban "big box" store that initiated the physical appearance that we associate wlth the modern day
parking lot, Granted, surface parking lots have visually improved somewhat from the barren parking fields

that were seen in large American cities such as Chicago, Detroit and Boston back in the 1930s. Unfortunately,

developments in the parking industry since then have been primarily concerned with the improvement of
paving materials lightìng, fencing, and more efficient parking paymenl systems rather than studying the

integration of surface parking lots into their environment. The Urban Land lnstitute* suggests that the
proliferation of free parking due to the suburbanization of retail and office space paved the way for a
generalized set of guidelines, imposed by suburban government for parking lot development. "Moreover,

the codes have remained remarkably consistent across different cities despite varying economic levels,

population size, and density. One consequence is that suburban parking facilities [especially for big box

The Surface Parking Lot Aesthetic

* The Urban Land lnstitute (ULI) is an non-profit

organ¡zation with a mission to provide

responsible leadership in the use of land to

enhance the total environment. The /nstrTute,

founded in 1936, has more than 1 8,000

members worldwide representing an ent¡re

spectrum of land use and real estate

development disciplines, working in private

enterprise and public seruice. The ULI, through

its members, initiates research that anticipates

emerging land use trends and issues, proposing

creative solutions based on that research as well

as lhe baslcs of many different parts of the land

use industry: Resoft and resident¡al; Retail and
destination developme nt ; Office and industrial

development; Transportation and parking ; Real

estate linance and capital markets. The UU

documents best practice and publishes several

journals and books to impart cumulative

knowledge to help the development commun¡ty

cont¡nuously improve ¡ts perlormance. The

inslrÍule has become a trusted resource lor
professlona/s around the world to share ideas
'and solve problems regarding land use practice.

(Taken from the UU website, "http:llv,rww.uli.orgl

Dll uli lAbout Jst.html" 25 September 2003.)
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45 degree angle parking
280 sq. ft. per stall.
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Figure 3.1 Parking stall configurations from the Greater Winnipeg Metropolitan Plan, 1950

60 degree angle parking
270 sq. ft. per stall.
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90 degree angle parking
224 sq. ll per stall.
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Figure 3.2 Single / Double-loaded Parking Stall Modules from Carscape, 19Bg
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Examples of parking areas found in
downtown Winnipeg (1 999)
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retail / food developmentsl are sometimes oversized, leading to unproductive use of land and excess

drainage and pollution from runoff."7

It is easier and cheaper to follow a simple set of rules and guidelines that developers know work

rather than to create a new design or layout each and every time, Too often local planning officials become

preoccupied with the issue of whether or not there is an adequate number of parking spaces that important

details are forgotten.s "ln any category of parking facilities the aim is to park the greatest number of cars

in a given land area wilh maximum efficiency ,..".s Design guidelines or design policy established in large

cities throughout North America and Europe have focused primarily on the development or conservation of

building architecture. However, the spaces between and around the buildings are largely ignored. Parking

lots, if mentioned, are often accompanied by a warning to urban planners and developers that they should

minimize the visual impact of surface parking lots to be built by hiding them behind a building, fences or

large shrub beds,*10

ln the past two decades in North America there have been a few parking lot competitions, such as

Carscape in Columbia, lndiana (1984); Park flnl The American Crrlu Architectural Compet¡tion in Atlanta,

Georgia (1996); and parking lots designed by architects in Minneapolis, San Francisco, and Vermont, to

name a few. There have also been urban design/urban art projects in which parking or a surface parking lot

was a component (e.9, Aurora's Dance, a 132 metre long sculptural fence installed along the edge of a set

of parking lots and public space in Edmonton, Alberta, 2000). However, on the whole, examples of parking

lot design in the Iìterature are mostly found in Europe where city planners and transportation engineers are

concerned wlth lack of space and the historic integrity of urban centres. European parking lot design tends

to be concentrated to Park-and-Ride schemes or Ring Road Zone systems which keep cars out of historic

urban centres. ln the transportation industry, Landscape Architects are not associated with transportation
planning or parking lot development, as witnessed by the reaction to my attendance at a World Parking

Symposium held in St. Andrews, Scotland In May 2002.11 The delegates at the conference, comprised

transportation planners and parking engineers from Europe, Australia, Japan, and North America, who

were surprised by the presence of a Landscape Architecture Masters student at a parking conference.

They had never considered a Landscape Architect would be interested in the subject of transportation
planning or parking,

* The popular reaction to hiding parking lots

and therefore the automobile, and

consequently all the ills assoc/a¿ed w¡th the

modern world, is seen mos¡ feruently in the

work of the New Urbanrsts. The New Urbanist

nostalgic retun to small town development in

which everything you need - home, work and
play - should all be within a fifteen minute

walking distance of each other, laid out ¡n a

grid like pattern which or¡ginates from a town

centre or civic square is supposed to return us

back to the traditional model of urban

development; away from fhe citres we see

today - suburbs which surround oversized,

under used urban centres dominated by the

automobile. But deep down at the heaft of
suburban development is this want, or
perhaps need, oÍ the traditional small town life

coupled with the ease and luxuries of the ultra

urban wodd. ln the New Urbanist view they

have taken the suburb and camouflaged it
w¡th a veneer ot'small town America', hiding
the infrastructure of modern times - telephone
pol e s, tran sfo r me rs, i nte rwove n te le pho ne

wires and electrical cables - and the

automobile, rather than trying to ¡ncorporate

them ¡nto their design; create a new model of
suburbanlurban life instead of a throwback to

a so-called tradition.
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Who decides how the parking lots should look.

On a national scale, transportation planners and national organizations, such as the Urban Land

lnstitute (ULl), American Parking Association (APA), and lnstitute of Transportation Engineers (lTE), conduct,

compile and publish the majority of the research involving parking layout and organization, and transportation

networks. The research is set out to act as a guide to help anyone who wishes to create a set of parking

standards or develop parking lots, Unfortunately, at the municipal level, groups such as city councils,

zoning committees, and design review boards use the guidelines compiled by the national organizations

as a definitive set of building codes to be converted into local standards for developing a surface parking

lot, The city departments trust the guideline specifications provided by the national organizations are

correct without questioning whether they are 'right' for their city, What cities end up with is a set of generic

measurements applied as 'design standards' with no differentiation between urban and suburban,
commercial and office, or residential contexts.

How the "look" is maintained.

ln the City of Winnipeg, as in most North American cities, parking lot development is informed by

standards or guidelines outlined within the City Bylaws. At the start of the twentieth century when the first

zoning bylaws were applied to large North American cities, parking standards were fairly simple. But, as

the popularity of the private automobile grew, rapidly spreading throughout North America, younger cities

began to reference standards from older cities, which had developed their own set of codes and guidelines

from trial and error, and (after 1930) from national publications by the ULI and the lnstitute of Transportation

Engineers (lTE).

The first Winnipeg Zoning Bylaw ("No 13060") was created in 1929, and then amended in 1949 to
include a more comprehensive definition of different residential and commercial / industrial districts as well

as loading and off-street parking areas which were not present in the 1929 version. The 1949 "Bylaw

No.16502" was the precursor to the current Downtown Winnipeg Zoning Bylaw "No.4B0O/88". "part V:

Parking" pages 1 and 2 of the current Bylaw have not changed much from the original 1g49 text in terms of
its brevity and issues, However, the 1949 Bylaw, although extremely short and simple, allows for a broader

interpretation of the type of materials to be used and the overall "look" of the parking areas, whereas the

present Bylaw stresses the functional aspects such as stall / aisle width and orientation, and is much more
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specif¡c as to materials and dimensions, (See Appendix for Bylaw extracts) ln the spring of 2003, the City

released an updated version of the Downtown Zoning Bylaw in which it established a more detailed set of

guidelines for surface parking lot development. ltems such as lighting and planting have been elaborated

as well as the inìtiation of a design review board set up to examine new applications for downtown

development, including surface parking lots to determine whether the application is "appropriate" according

to the Bylaw standards. lt does not, unfortunately, outline penalties to be imposed if the standards or

design guidelines are not met. Currently in Winnipeg, a "Conditional Use" permit is applied to surface

parking lot construction. A Conditional Use permit is usually given to developments which are not necessarily

seen as the best use of the land but are approved at the time until a better solution is brought forward,

Under Conditional Use terms, within the first year of development the surface parking lot can be a compacted

gravel surface with a surrounding fence. Thereafter, the Surface Parking Lot Bylaw standards of development

(i.e. paved surface, proper lighting screening, planting) must be applied to the surface parking lot.

Unfortunately, it is only within the first year of conditional use that inspections are performed, There is no

enforcement of the standards after the first year of development, in some respects making the standards

ineffective. The regulatory side of the parking division is not strong enough and should be more vigilant in

its enforcement,12 ln Rochester, New York the landscape code allows officials to revoke permits for principal

use of the parking lot if the planting is not maintained.l3 Parking lot appraisal is done using the income

approach only - how much money is generated from the lot. No aesthetic appraisal, in terms of the parking

lot's visual and social impact on the surrounding area, seems to be evident or necessary from the economic

point of view.la Questions such as, rs fhe parking lotvisually appealing, does it meet the needs of the

communily (and the parking user) as a posifive open space, should be asked first and foremost, above the

economic feasibility of the lot.

Who maintains the image?

Private Land Owner: Although developers are the ones we see building parking lots in suburban strip mall

/ warehouse retail projects, unless they own the land, the developer does not decide what it will look like, lt

is ultimately the decision of the private land owner as to who builds the surface parking lot, who manages

the lot, and how it looks, This is especially true in downtown Winnipeg where 98 percent of the surface

parking lots are privately owned. The City of Winnipeg owns only two surface parking lots in Winnìpeg's

downtown, neither of which is located in the south Portage area. The owners have no incentive to improve

their parking lots. Their philosophy is not to put money into something when they are not guaranteed a

higher return.l5
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Developers: As stated earlier, most developers follow the Zoning Bylaw because it is economically more

efficient to build to the minimum required standards than to go above and beyond what is required. A
minimum parking lot is less time consuming to build; therefore, Iess cost for the developer which translates

into less cost for the client, Although the majority of developer-built parking lots are located outside of the

CBD, ¡t is this parking lot standard of asphalt, blocking fences, curb stops and street lights which sets the

example for parking lot "design" in downtown Winnipeg and the rest of the city. A more realistic scenario,

with respect to the downtown, is that there is no demand for building development, so surface parking lots

are built instead,

The Local Government: The City of Winnipeg follows the City Bylaws for all surface parking lot development.

There are pre-development assessments before the permit to build a surface parking lot is given. However,

there are no post-occupancy assessments after the first year of development or enforcement of the Bylaw,

such as penalties towards the owner if the final built product has not followed the permitted design. The

current design review and permit approval process is also not in favour of deviating from the City standards,

ln 2001, ND Lea, an Engineering and Planning Firm from Winnipeg, for instance, proposed an alternative
parking lot design for an existing surface lot which was adjacent to an outdoor market and entertainment

venue. For every nonstandard design detail (i.e. removable bollards instead of curbs stops) or standards

not included in their design (i.e, no perimeter fencing) ND Lea had to apply for a variance, initiating an

extremely confusing and time-consuming approval process which delayed construction by nine months

and considerably increased the overall budget of the project. lt is unfortunate that any sort of innovative

design whìch would enhance a community is met, not with approval, but with resistance at a time when the

renewal of the downtown core is one of the key issues faced by the City of Winnipeg. ln the case where the
government (Municipal, Provincial, or Federal) owns the parking lot, they see themselves as temporary

owners; therefore, they have no immediate interest to invest into something they will eventually sell.
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The City lmage

Chapter Four

How people perceive or imagine the city in which they live is informed by their memories and
experiences within not only the physical city but their total sensory environment. This perception of a place,
good or bad, can often be far more powerful than what is physically there; and it is this perception which

shapes our cities - where people walk, work, play, and choose to interact with others; how they vote,

support a development, or decide to demolish one buildlng and fight for the continued existence of another

Jack Nasar, city planner and editor of Ihe Journal of Planning Literature, refers to this perception as the
evaluative image of the city. The evaluative image is how the public evaluates the cityscape and what
meanings they see in it. This is an extension of city planner Kevin Lynch's1 work on cognitive maps and the
imageability or legibility of the environment. Nasar has divided the meaning or value the public places on

their environment into three categories: denofative meaning, or object recognition; connotat¡ve meaning,
which is the emotional value we associate with an object; and absfract meaning, which refers less to the

object than to broader meanings or values. Where a person is in the position to act, it is the connotative

meaning which informs their decisions as to where they will go and how they will get there.2 The evaluative
image defines how the public perceives the visual quality of the city. A positive evaluation of the elements
which make up a neighbourhood or area of the city will convey an agreeable evaluative image. A negative
response to the elements will give a disagreeable evaluative image. The questions of what lhe perceived

city image is and what Ihe actual city is needs to be understood before we can begin to enhance the
publics evaluative perception and their experience within our neglected urban spaces.

It is the downtown which symbolizes the city and

es¡abrbhes the image which the city projects. lt
also embodies within itselÍ the character and the

quality of urban liÍe of the c¡ty as a whole. A city
whose downtown is lively and attractive will have

the reputat¡on of being a lively and attractive city;

and a city whose downtown is dormant and

nondescript willbe seen as a dull and
uninteresting city. Moreover, this perception will

not be l¡m¡ted to oulsrders, viewing the city from

afar. A healthy and lively downtown w¡ll generate

an optimistic in{luence and will lift the spirits of all

of those who live ¡n the city; and an

impoverished and sprTrf/ess downtown will have

a depressing alfect [sÌc] on its citizens. The

implications which this has for attracting new

¡nvestment, new busrness, new employment

oppoftunit¡es, tourists, population etc., are

significant. The downtown is the heaft of the

city.... lt is the one place above alt others in the

city where one can find the variety of goods and
sen¡ices, the colour and the þrture, the

liveliness and the stimulation, the experiences

and oppoftun¡ties and saflslacflons [sic] which

make living in cities wotfh while. ...the welLbehg

of the downtown is a matter... which profoundly

affects everyone who lives in the city.3
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What is the perceived city image?

For the vast majority, those in the design and urban planning professions as well as the general

public, parking lots have always been categorized as an undesirable element within the city. Time and time

again reports, proposals and theories are published by urban planning professionals stating that parking

lots should be placed behind fences, screens, landscaping, or the buildings they serve, hiding the percelved

problem of an overabundance of automobiles in our society, and the "ugly" parking lots,

"This initial bypassing of lands surrounding Winnipeg caused still another problem, Prospective

settlers comìng lo the province assumed that the "vacant lands were not settled because they were not

desirable." ln time it became impossible to persuade a settler to locate around Winnipeg."a This image of

the City of Winnipeg is as relevant today as it was in the 1880s, when this statement was written, as settlers

were arriving from the east looking for a home. Today, however, the image of undesirable property has

moved from the surrounding lands to the core of the city, and is held primarily by city residents rather than

visitors.

A Winnipeg Public Attitude survey conducted in 1 979 discovered that many people saw the downtown

as a place lacking in character. 'As far as the residents of Winnipeg are concerned, there are certain

aspects of the city which are less satisfactory or more in need of improvements than others. The highest

priorities seem to be placed on - improvements of the street system; and - improvements to the character

of downtown."s ln the same survey (1979) 63 percent favoured the provision of more parking (in other

words 63% thought there was a deficit of available parking). Downtown Winnipeg in general was perceived

to be more expensive, harder to park in, and with greater traffic congestion than the rest of the city. I would

suggest that these perceptions still exist although not necessarily to the same extent (see Dennis McKnight

Survey paragraph below). More residents of the City of Winnipeg now feel the City is doing something in

the way of improving or revitalizing the downtown even though they may disagree with what the City chooses

as it revitalization projects (see lhe right to park? in Chapter 2 ).

ln a 1999 survey, conducted by Dennis McKnight 2051 lnc., a research consultation firm, one-way

streets were perceived to be more of a help (41%) than a hindrance (32%). No right turns on designated

red lights was the greatest perceived hindrance (41 %) affecting downtown traffic flow, Nearly three times

as many people thought that the downtown had improved (59%), as opposed to declined (20%) over the

past five years, Slightly less (1 5%) felt the downtown had remained the same and the remainder (6%) claim

The City lmage



they did not know. Attracting more businesses downtown (85%) and improving the human (social) aspects

of downtown (85%) were identified as the two areas that should receive top priority.o

The perceptions of City officials seem to be just as subjective as the residents. "lt is evident that the

southern sector of the downtown, lying between Portage Avenue and the Assiniboine River, is in healthier

condition than the sector lying on the north side of Portage Avenue. lt seems that no special measures are

required for the Portage Avenue - Assiniboine River sector."7 Economically speaking, in 1g7g this was true,

The statement, however, was written in a report which was published after fifty year old, derelict boardlng

houses and single family dwellings were torn down and replaced by several large scale developments (the

Convention Centre, the Centennial Library, Holiday lnn and Holiday Towers to name a few). lt was a time of

optimism. The new construction was heralded as the beginning of the revitalization of the downtown core.

However, without the addition of more community-based projects (such as a movie theatre, skating rink, a

children's book store or a middle-class residential development for instance) that would bring in a larger,

permanent residential community to support new developments, their power as promoters of a positive

image of the downtown is diminished,

What is the actual city image?

Winnipeg, lüanitoba is a city of 630,800 residents within 465.16 square kilometres of land.s Almost

all of the population (approximately 98%) live outside the downtown. Of the total population, 0.3 percent

live in the south Portage area.

The downtown site, since the first structure built within it in the late 1870s, has been transformed

from approximately 67 percent residential / 33 percent nonresidential in 1918, to 8,5 percent residential /
91 ,5 percent nonresidential in 2001 . The nonresidential component has shifted from commercial - industrial

to office multi-use. Seventy percent of the building stock has been replaced since 'l g18, with the majority

of redevelopment occurring between 1960 and 1978. The densìty and size of the buildings has also

decreased and increased, respectively (see Figure 4.1) As buildings were demolished the empty lots

became temporary parking lots, until the land could / would be developed. The majority of retail development,

once spread throughout the south Portage site, is now concentrated in the area between Graham Avenue

and Portage Avenue. Contrary to popular belief expressed in the 1979 Winnipeg Public Attitude Survey,

downtown retail stores and restaurants are neither more or less expensive than stores found in regional

shopping centres or suburban strip malls. ln fact, studies have found that items sold at a typical suburban
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* The number of buildings refers to the number of structures built - not dwelling units. For example, a 26 unit
apartment block would be considered one building not 26 dwelling units.

Figure 4.1 Building Use and Density Change, south Portage, downtown Winnipeg 1918 to 2001 .

The selected figure ground
maps show density and
building footprint changes
compiled in Figure 4.1 .
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shopp¡ng centre department store are "...3 to 5 percent higher than the same merchandise sold through an

urban store...".s The efforts of merchants and other downtown enterprises to entice residents to visit the

downtown are often offset by the public perception of an unsafe environment. The downtown is not

necessarily less safe than the outlying suburban communities. What exists is more an issue of space - the

downtown being much more compact than a typical suburb - and the activities located within this small

space. For instance, in the section of the downtown northeast of the site - the Exchange District - there is

an abundance of nightclubs and bars within a small area (all within an average five minute walking distance

of each othe|. Acts associated with the nightclubs with respect to loud, intoxicated-related behaviour

sometimes resulting in violent outbursts are more prone to occur within the vicinity of this bar area, Also,

since the Exchange District is within the revitalization zone of the Downtown, the media are quick to report

any and all news events occurring in the area. Contrastingly, in the suburbs, nightclubs or drinking

establishments are spread out from each other and from the surrounding residences, usually towards the

periphery of the community, Events that happens within the bar establishment are usually kept amongst

the bar patrons, perpetuating the image that the suburbs are a haven of safety and goodness.

The role of surface parking lots

As you move closer to the core (the original city centre) the distinctive character of each

neighbourhood is more evident, and yet parking lots from one end of the city to the other remain the same.

Currently, eighty parking lots (this includes three private parking lots with less than a ten car capacity) with

a total of 3,887 parking stalls, are located within the site, with a few prominent lots congregated in large

groups which occupy more than 50 percent of the area of the block on which they are located (see Figures

4.2 and 4.3). This abundance of surface parking lots give a sense of emptiness - the "ghost town" feeling

(quoted by a few people posting their opinions about downtown Winnipeg on a public internet bulletin

board, 2001)11 often experienced as the large permit parking lots serving the office buildìngs in the area (the

primary work force employers) empty out after 6:00 PM. every work day. ln the evenings and weekends,

due to free on-street meter parking, it would appear that less than one percent of visitors to the downtown

site park in the surface parking ticket lots.

A national image study was conducted in 1998 by the Canadian Parking Association (CPA) in five

cities across Canada: Vancouver, Calgary, Montreal, Toronto, St. John, Twenty five men and twenty five

women were chosen at random in each city, The main concerns found in the survey fall under two basic

categories: safety and quality, Men were concerned about safety of their vehicles, whereas women were

Chapter Four

Despite the fact thatthe¡r ublquifousness a/mosf

makes them d¡sappear they [parking lots] will

strongly aÍfect the overall look and texture of any

area - opening, simplifying and dulling the

/andscapes in which they are found.lo
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Total Site Area (a): 567 ,448 m2 (140 acres)

Site Area without roads (b): 417,812 m2

Parking per Site Area: (a) 19.5y" (b) 26,5%

Open Space (parking lots + roads): 259,S93 m2

Open Space per Site Area: (a) 45.7% (b) 62%

Total number of Surface Parking Lots: B0 (3 <i0 stalls)

Total number of Parking Stalls: 3,887 ,.,1

Figure 4.2 Site and Parking Lot Areas and Occupancy.
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* 1999-2000 figures taken from a survey conducted by Susanne Povoledo for the Downtown Winnipeg
Biz,2000. An updated survey for 2001 to 2003 has not yet been completed; however, from a receni
unofficial parking lot inventory ¡t is estimated thal the off-street surface lot parking supply has not
changed considerably from the 2000 numbers.

'The Site (shown in the parkìng densityfigure ground maps) comprises approximately 23%of Ihe
total downtown off-street surface lot parking supply for 2001.

Figure 4,3 Downtown Winnipeg Parking Supply.
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maps show the change in
sulace parking lot density in
the site area. (see Figure 4.3)
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more concerned with their personal safety in the parking facilities. The top of the quality list for men was

convenience, safety, cost, access, lighting; for women the main concerns were safety, convenience, cost,

and access.

An Attitude and Perceptions survey completed in downtown Winnipeg in 1g99 showed comparable

results.12 Out of one thousand people surveyed (50% women, 50% men) 58 percent felt somewhat safe

when they were downtown. Seventeen percent felt not very safe with 5 percent not at all safe. Seventy four

percent said they have safety concerns with downtown parkades and parking lots (out of this number, 86

percent of the women versus 62 percent of the men had safety concerns with the parkades/parking lots).

When looking at the results by gender, in every instance a higher percentage of the women surveyed had

personal safety concerns compared with the men. ln a follow-up random telephone survey conducted in

2002 amongst 1 619 residents, 80 percent felt unsafe walking alone downtown at night. Specific reasons

why they felt unsafe or how often they actually visited the downtown area were not asked. What is of

importance here is the perception of an unsafe environment has tainted residents' attitudes towards the

downtown; thereby, affecting how often they frequent the area by choice. fl-his also applies to people who

work in the area. The majority may not have chosen the location of their office but they do choose whether

or not to frequent after-work establishments in the downtown). Despite this, 87 percent believe that the

quality of life in Winnipeg is very good or good,13

Parking lots are often used as indicators of the prosperity of a neighbourhood. ln Milwaukee,

Wisconsin, for example, a resident noted that if a parking lot is unkempt, full of potholes and oil stains, with

no vegetation or amenities, it is assumed that the neighbourhood is poor and unsafe, On the other hand,

if the parking lot looks good, is well kept, and has at least a few plants or trees around it, then the

neighbourhood is seen as much more affluent and therefore, safe to visit. lf the surface parking lot, or the

neighbourhood in which it is located, is perceived as unsafe, inconvenient or uncared for, users will be

more hesitant to park there.

ln summary, a large number of residents feel that downtown Winnipeg ìs unsafe, unattractive, and

unpleasant to be around, especially after working hours. Several downtown districts, especially the south

Portage site (see Chapter One), have been described as empty and boring, with no night time attractions

other than a few restaurants and several nightclubs, There are very few permanent, evening activities

oriented towards the family or youths under the legal drinking age. lt is, therefore, not hard to see how

downtown Wlnnipeg has suffered from a negative, if unfair, image. The downtown has a lot of potential for

commun¡ty oriented developments; however, the negative perception Winnipeg residents have of this part

of the city needs to be addressed for any future revitalization efforts to succeed.

The C¡ty lmage

"...¡t should be remembered that parking and

the fac¡l¡ty thereof is an impoftant paft of the

daily actÌvity which persuades the client to use

that parking facility in the first place. Whether

combined with recrcat¡on or attendance at a

sporfs even¿ the srnoo¡hness and the well-

functioning ol the parking facility cannot be over

sfressed. Srnce rn mosf nstances parking is the

first Íunction of a client when stafting hislher

activity in the centre core of any urban

configuration, it cerlainly plays a great

psycholog¡cal paft on the other following

activr'tres of this parking client or person

involved....fhe ease or difficulty of parking

usually can "make" or can "spoil" the day in

many instances. This is particularly true of
women clients...." 1a
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Chapter Four Endnotes

1. Kevin Lynch, born in 1918, was a city planner who made significant contributions to city plannlng and city design in the
twentieth century. Throughout his career, Lynch produced seven books. ln his most famous work, lmage of the City (1 960)
he describes a five-year study that reveals what elements in the built structure of a city are ¡mportant in the popular
perception of the city, based on a concept he developed called place legibility. ln his experimentlng, he used Los Angeles,
Boston, and Jersey Cìty as case studies. By analysing the results of this work, Lynch figured he would be able to observe
specifically what about a city's built environment is important to the people who live there.

Jack L. Nasar, The Evaluative lmage of the CiV (London, U.K.: Sage publications, i99B), 6-7,

Damas and Smith, Winnipeg Downtown and Portage Avenue Study (Winnipeg: Damas and Smith Limited, 1979), iii-v.
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presenled al lhe Third Annual Parking Lot Conference, hosted by the Minnesota Landscape Arboretum (1 993).

http:/Íorums, ibsys.com/viewmessages.cf m?sitekey:¡vi¡g¡6rum: 1 6&Toplc:2649 (last accessed May 2001).
An updated URL could not be found for this webpage as the on-line forum has been removed.

Dennis McKnight 2051 lnc., Perceptions and Attitudes towards Downtown Winnioeg (October 1999), 19. The City of
Winnipeg, The Downtown Winnipeg Biz, The Exchange Districl Biz, and the Forks North Portage Partnership participated in
the sponsorship of the study.

A survey conducted ln September 2002tty Prairie Research Assocìates, and prepared by The City of Winnipeg-CAO
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Economics of Parking

Chapter Five

The relationship between supply and demand of surface lot parking in downtown Winnipeg is quite

sensitive. There is a tenuous balance between peoples'want of parking and how much they are willing to
pay for it. When asked, every city dweller will state that parking in the suburbs is free, whereas parking in

the CBD is not. Studies show, however, that parking in the suburbs is not entirely free. Consumers in fact
pay for their parking stall through the products they purchase in the mall or stores which offer "free" parking.

Donald Shoup, a parking consultant, estimates that 99 percent of all daily parking trips are free.2 His

studies show that when we actually calculate when, where, and for how long we park our vehicles the

majority of the time we are not paying for the parking spot. Shoup's research also shows that the monthly

or hourly cost charged to parking users is only a fraction of the construction cost borne by the developer or

company providing the parking, Several sources have stated that, in the United States, each unused

surface lot parking space wastes $600 to $900 a year in land development costs.3

ln downtown Winnipeg the cost for a parking permit for a surface lot parking stall is $85 to $100 per

month. For a parking garage the rate is $90 to $120 per month. ln ticket parking lots the rate is anywhere

from $1.00 to $3 00 per hour, 0.85 cents per half hour, or $6.00 dollars for the day (6 A.tvl. to 6 PM.) and

$4 00 for the evening (6 PM. to 6 A.M.). Over the past two years, many of the ticket lots have shifted to

monthly permit parking. lt might be speculated that this is because the parking lot owners can standardìze

their rates and, with a 10 to 20 percent oversale of parking permits, they are guaranteed a set monthly

income from the parking lot whether the lot is full or not. Demand for surface parking is very much dependent

on the location and rates charged at surrounding parking garages (underground or above). As a parking

garage increases its rates, the surrounding monthly surface lots most often see an increase in applications

for parking spaces.

Parking is not just a convenience, it is a

necessrþ - one that many customers and

tenants take for granted. There are real costs

associated with providing parking, and they can

significantly atfect real estate projects and even

block development. When shopping cenfers,

office buildings, and hotels do not charge for

park¡ng, there is the popular misconception that

it ¡s free: however, someone must pay for the

parking facility - as wel/ as Íor the land under it....

/n shor¿, /ust as there is no such thing as a free

lunch, there is no free parking.l
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Construction and Cost

The decision to provide parking is dependent on the demand for parking. The decision to build

either a surface parking lot, above ground parking garage, or an underground parking garage is dependent

on land values. As the land value increases the density of the type of development for the land also

increases. There is a distinct point where the value of land to be used for parking is too great for the land

to be used as a surface parking lot; therefore, a multistorey parking garage is better, economically speaking.

At another point, the land value is so great as to be better suited to a high density office development with

underground parking (see Figure 5.1).

Surface parking lot development seems quite simple - an asphalt covered lot with painted stall

markings, enough lighting so patrons of the parking lot can see their cars and each other, bumper curbs,

and/or a fence (if plug-ins are required) separating double-loaded stalls - however the cost and construction

of something so simple can be relatively expensive and compllcated. To build a surface parking lot as

described above has an average estimated cost of $1 ,500 per stall. As planting, concrete islands at the

end of the parking aisles and alternative paving materials, such as interlocking brick are added to the

equation, the cost of construction can increase twofold (a conservative estimate with all other factors

remaining the same). The size of the parking lot also affects cost. As the size of the parking lot decreases

the construction costs per square foot increase. The type of machinery used to build a parking lot can be

quite large, cumbersome and expensive to operate. From a contractor's point of view the cost difference

of less surfacing material used in a smaller lot is negligible compared to the increase in time it takes to

negotiate the machinery within the smaller area. The greater the land area the more efficiently the machines

can move and work; therefore, spending less time in the field. This results in less operating costs for the

contractor per unit area, which means less cost for the client. From the client's standpoint, non-parking

elements added to the lot are seen as a waste of money if they do not increase parking stall revenue .

Furthermore, planting works imply an ongoing maintenance cost.

The following example illustrates the cost to construct and maintain a surface parking lot in downtown

Winnipeg, An existing 50 by 120 foot (6,000 square feet) surface parking lot (one of the original south

Portage building lots surveyed in 1BB2) - assessed by the City of Winnipeg at 9135,000 in 2003 (construction

costs $21 .25 per square foot) - went up for sale in April 2003 with an asking price of $230 000. This lot was

chosen because, with a published sale value placed on the land, a full cost estimate could be calculated,

All costs are assuming the asking price of the lot was paid in full by the owner without the utilization of

private financing or institutional investment.
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Source: Wilbur Smith and Associates, Parkìng in the Citv Center (1965).

The following assumptions were used in deriving cost calculations: approximately 350 square feet
per parking stall; parking lot construction costs of $1.50 per square foot; total construction and
development costs of $1 ,400 per space for simple deck construction, and $1,600 per space for
parking garage construction; B percent was added to both land and construction costs for
miscellaneous items, including financing charges, (35) All prlces are in U.S. Dollars.

Figure 5.1 Parking space costs in relation to land values.

Economics of Parking

As Figure 5.1 shows, for land values
below $5 per square foot, surface
parking lots are generally more
economical to build than garages.
Between $5 and $24 dollars, multideck
garages cost less per space than
surface lots. For unusually high land
costs, combination facilities with
vertically-mixed land uses may be
feasible. An example would be to have
retail uses occupy the ground floor of the
structure, with a mixture of office and
parking levels on the upper floors. Retail
revenues of up to one third the annual
income generated by the facility have
been noted in existing m¡xed-use
facilities, (Wilbur Smith 37)
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The lot is located at 290 Fort Street and can accommodate twenty vehicles (see Figure 5.2). lt is bordered

on all three sides by buildings and is accessed by the backlane. There is no possibility of future expansion

unless one or both of the adjacent buildings is razed. The sìte is less than 1,000 square metres (1 0,750

square feet); therefore, according to the recommendations of the City of Winnipeg Commercial Development

and Parking Lot Requirements, the site does not need a catch basin for drainage. Surface runoff can be

(and currently is) accommodated via the backlane approach.

Net taxes (includes Municipal taxes, local improvements, local and provincial school taxes) for the

property in 2003 were $6,704.72. (ln 1999 net taxes were $8,441,40).

Quotes from several Winnipeg paving contractors to resurface the lot with asphalt (complete excavation)

ranged from $10,000 to $25,000 (An estimate of $1 ,800, quoted by one contractor, was the only quote

under $10,000 and therefore was not included in the average estimate used in the calculations). With

paving stone, estimates were from $25,000 to $30,000 (or approximately $5 per square foot).

Fencing (meeting the City Sfandards fencing requirements) is approximately $18.00 per linear foot.

Currently, an existing fence is used along the east side (fronting Fort Street), as well as a 2,5 metre (8.2

feet) fence located along a 4,5 metre (1 4.8 feet) length of the southeast corner of property line, and a

3.5 metre (1 1.5 feet) fence along the northwest edge of the parking lot,

. Curb stops (for curb and installation) are $60.00 per curb

A Conditional Use permit, which includes all other permits and approvals needed to develop a piece of

land such as water and waste inspections, catch basins, public works, fire access, zoning permlts,

costs $5,000 as of October 2003. For additional maintenance work to be done to the property that

requires excavation work or repaving of the lot, a development permit is required, The cost for a

standard development permit starts at $1 ,000. For this example, the cost of a standard development

permit was used because the land is already utilized as a surface parking lot, thereby previously approved

for a conditional use permit,

lf the existing plug-ins need to be replaced, there is a base cost of $200 to $250 per outlet. Due to the

small size of the lot and the low power usage, the annual electrical cost is based on a non-metered

estimate billed at a monthly flat rate, The rate for the existing power usage could not be determined,

however, a General Service basic rate of $14.90 per month is billed for any low usage propertywith

electrical service whether the electricity is used or not,
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1, Existing garbage bins.

2. Garrick Hotel picn¡c table (used primarily by smoking hotel staff).

Economics of Parking

Views of parking lot looking west from Fort
Street.

View of parking lot looking east from backlane
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Fees for the management of the parking lot by a parking management company such as Impark are

dependent on the type of contract negotiated with the management company. For budget purposes,

lmpark would charge a rate of $350 to $500 per month to cover the cost of managing such a small

parking lot. However, if the owner wishes to manage the lot themselves there are basic costs which

can be calculated:

' A slot-loading "Park Ur self model 301" ticket dispenser: $2 000 for a used machine / $3,500

new, A box of ten thousand tickets is $190 per box. A galvanized steel pole for the dispenser to

sit on is estimated at $125,0 Unfortunately, the slot-loading ticket dispenser (the best for cold

climate locations) has been discontinued and can be difficult to find. Despite this, parts and

tickets for the machines are still manufactured and readily available. The current ticket dispensing

machine of choice is the electronic ticket or "spitter" dispenser because it has credit card payment

capabilities. The cost of electronic devices is much higher (approximately $15,000) than the slot-

loading models, they must be insulated in cold climates, and they need a dedicated power source.

' To clear the lot of snow in the winter costs approximately $1 ,000 per visìt (by an outside contractor

charging by the visit, not time spent), or a conservative $1 2 000 for the purchase of large scale

snow clearing equipment to be operated by the owner.
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Table 5.'1 Development and Maintenance Calculations for a 50 by 120 foot Surface Parking Lot.s

(Asphalt lot with no vegetation, managed by owner - based on 2003 figures):

Expenditures

Start Up costs:
. Sale asking price of property:
. Asphalt resurfacing of lot with

complete excavatlon:

4 foot hígh Perimeter Fencing

63 feet for 1 .5 sides at $18/foot:
. Curb stops (curb plus installation)

20 parking stalls at $60/curb:
. 10 outlets (2 plugs per outlet) at $250 ea
. Stall Line Painting:
. Ticket dispenser (+ tickets):
. Development permit:

Annual Fees:
. Net properly taxes:
. Winter Maintenance:
. Summer Maintenance:
. Electricity - minimum rate:

$230,000.00

$15,000.00

$1 ,134.00

$1,200,00

$2,500.00

$250.00

$2,315.00

$1,000.00

Revenue

. Monthly permit parking pass

20 stalls at $100 per month:

12 month revenue:

. Ticket dispenser revenue for 261

days per year at $4,00/evening: ($1,044.00)

for 6 out of 20 stalls: $6,264.00

(261 days equals five days a week for every month
for twelve months. The revenue from 30 percent of
the stalls is a reasonable estimate for a ticket lot
located in an area surrounded by free on-street
parking with few evening destinations.)

With an estimated gross annual revenue of $17,380.48 it will take approximately i 4.S years for the
owner to recoup their initial investment of $253,399.00. This is assuming that an increase in annual fees will

be compensated by an increase in parking fees, and that demand for the parking lot does not decrease,
and that the owner will be the only manager of the lot. The 14.5 year estimate is also assuming that the
owner is not paying income taxes on the generated revenue. Once a 30% income tax is applied to income
over $7,000.00 (in this case, $10,380.48 of the annual revenue is taxable) the net annual revenue decreases
to $14,266 34. lt will then take approximately 17,8 years to recoup the initial investment. ln other words, the

owner of the surface parking lot will not see a profit until the end of the seventeenth year of ownership.

$253,399.00

66,704.72

$5,000.00

$1,000.00

$178.80

($2 ooo.oo)

$24,000.00

Total: $12,883.52

Gross Annual Esttmated Revenue

permit pass:

ticket sales:

annual fees:

Economics of Parking

$24,000.00

+ $6,264,00

$30264¡0
- $12,88s.52

_qlÉB0lg_
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As Table 5.1 shows, in today's market it is not feasible to use a small size lot for surface parking if il

was not used as such before the lot was purchased . The initial economic investment increases as

enhancements to the site are undertaken, with usually no economic benefits to the owner ln almost all of

the parking lot developments in the south Portage area, the land was acquired over thirty years ago and

was inherited by the present owners, who reap the benefits of the income generated f rom the parking stalls

without ever having to bear the initial development cost of the property. The income generated by the

parking stalls is enough to cover the annual property taxes of the lot, allowing the owner to wait for interested

investors rather than actively pursue development opportunities.
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Recommendations

Chapter Six

We have seen how low property taxes and high building taxes, little to no development interest,

chaotic building practices, and a slow-growth urban core have all contributed to the persistence of surface

parking lots in downtown Winnipeg. However, are these all reason enough to keep surface parking lots as

they are? Or for the City of Winnipeg to want to replace every one of them with some sort of building or

parking structure? Winnipeg, right now, is in a unique position. lt has this extraordinary opportunity to

capitalize on the massive amount of open space in the downtown that other large North American cities

have virtually lost due to rapid growth, yet, hardly anyone in the past thirty years has been able to see

beyond this need to fill in every vacant site. Several of the large scale parking lots in the south Portage area,

for instance, are the only locations where one can actually see the Legislative Building apart from Memorial

Boulevard; or the Hotel Fort Garry from beyond Broadway. The Cadomin Building parking lot fronting Main

Street is one of two that offers access to Main Street along a route other than the street. These views and

openings could be used as a base for a series of pathways linking the various historic and cultural landmarks,

as well as existing green spaces. To guide future development to maintain the pathways, views, green

space or overall character of an area, the City could produce a document in which these items are a paft of

a series of recommended programmatic elements, rather than a set of absolute minimum building material

requirements as is the current practice. For a successful urban core, what the City needs to do, first and

foremost, is to create a detailed master plan. A plan which explores the advantages of a slow growth

downtown, in which the City has the time and hindsight to determine where the open space should be

located rather than waiting for developers to say which gaps they want to fill in. A master plan whìch would

reinforce the current PIan Winnipeg document the City produces every ten years. Whether the open spaces

are used as surface parking lots or not is irrelevant. Or at least it should be. What is relevant is that what
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ever the space becomes, it meets the needs of the surrounding community as a positive functional space.

For a parking lot, this means to serve a purpose even when all of the cars have gone. I believe the challenge

in getting a plan like this to work is to get people to see beyond what they have learned the parking lot is, to

what it could be. This implies everyone - from the professionals who build the spaces to the general public

who experience them; to the people who have the influence to change how and why things are built, and

yet continue reproducing elements based on inefficient or inappropriate models, then hide them and complain

about how they look.

The following is an outline of recommendations which begin to address the issue of visibility - the

general appearance and character of the parking lots; use - as a parking area, is the site used to its fullest

potential and is it appropriate for the location; and, the actual building and approval process. Other

recommendations regarding problems encountered during the research of the practìcum, such as information

retrieval issues, have also been included.

Parking lot development needs to be more lenient towards alternative designs and more vigilant
with respect to post-occupancy inspections. A list of requirements or design /build goals needs
to be established by the City of Winnipeg, along with a set of penalties to be instituted if the post-
occupancy criteria are not met.

Currently, designs which deviate from the City Bytaw Parking Sfandards (or those that do not include

one or more of the required Standard elements) are scrutinized much more by the City of Winnipeg

Zoning Permit committee. The committee has to determine whether the design is lacking in terms of

vehicular and personal safety by omitting or altering the standard elements. The design drawings are

also more expensive for the contractor to process through the permit department due to the increase

in variances needed by the contractor for every nonstandard detail. lf the City were to outline a list of

recommended programmatic elements rather than a set of absolute material requirements, this would

allow for designers rather than developers to create parking areas. A list of programmatic elements

would also allow designers to do what they do best - compile and analyse a set of variables to create

a series of innovative solutions to suggested problems, as well as to issues the client would not

necessarily think of.

Penalties to be established should sufficiently penalize the owner of the property if the development

does not match the final permitted design. The Conditional Use permit requirements currently in place
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are satisfactory for the first year of development (compacted gravel surface with a perimeter fence and

adequate lighting), but there are no regulations in place to force, or entice, the owner to continue

developing their property after the first year lf the City wishes to encourage the existing parking lot

development standards it feels are better than a compacted gravel surface, penalties and incentives

which make it more attractive to the owner to enhance their property beyond the minimum required by

the City Bylaws should be developed. Penalties such as an increase of the property taxes on the land

or a revocation of the Conditional Use permit have been discussed by City Councìl but never

implemented. I recommend revisiting these conditions with a few amendments, The property tax of

the land could increase by 10 to 15 percent for each year that the property remains 'unfinished'. An

additional permit or commercial license should be required to operate a surface parking lot (a licence

is not presently needed). lf the permitted design is not completed by the end of the second year of

operation (one year after the Conditional Use year has expired) the owner's license to operate a surface

parking lot would be revoked requiring them to reapply for the license (at an increased rate). lf, at the

end of the first year of license reissue, the parking lot has still not been completed as per the permitted

design, the owner would lose their license and the opportunity to reapply. This would make it impossible

for the owner to operate a legal surface parking lot on that land. More drastic measures could be

considered such as possible land acquisition by the City. lncentives must be in place alongside penalties

to positively encourage the complete development of the land by its owner. An example could be

levying the property tax of the land for an agreed upon number of years after the completion of the

development. This would help the owner to establish a more immediate monetary reserve to help

maintain the property (rather than waiting approximately seventeen years before seeing a profit - refer

to Table 5.1)

Suggested goals to be satisfied by the design:

' The design should provide pathways for pedestrian movement through the site as well vehicular

movement. These pathways could be physically delineated walkways (e.g. sidewalks, alternate paving

from the vehicular parking areas), or visually delineated paths (e.g. breaks in a perimeter fence for

people to walk through, no parkìng or obstructions along a specific sightline to encourage pedestrian

movement along it).

' Maintain sight lines to, and public space around designated historical or culturallv significant
structures and spaces. This could be accomplished in a variety of ways, i.e. low building heights,

clear pathways along a sight line. lt would allow the designer / developer to propose more creative

Chapter Six

Cultural and Visual Linkages
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solutions to maintaining the views, at the same time giving them the added leverage of 'required' City

standards (which many desìgners and developers claim they do not have in certain situations) to be

able to sell their design to a hesitant and/or stubborn client.

' The design should reflect the context and/or character of the site. This would entail a complete site

analysis of the immediate site and surrounding area. lt would also require the designer or developer to

analyse lhe character of the site - the /ook or /eel of the location. This could be done by using similar

materials to the sunounding structures; keeping in tune with the scale of the surrounding development;

evaluating how the surrounding community uses the site and what community needs could be provided

for by the new development. The character portion of the analysis can be quite subjective. lt would be

inthebestinterestsof theCitytocrealeaCharacterGuide (orperhaps Historicat Guide) asanaccessible
reference to help non-designers through the character analysis.

With respect to the Character Guide, I do not mean to imply the City should enumerate explicit design

elements intended to create a specific character. As I have stated earlier, the idea of a specific character

is very subjective and it is difficult to agree on what the character should be when you have various City

groups trying to impose a very detailed and specific image onto an area - a still shot of a specific point

in time that is often uneasy to alter once codified. The Character Guide would act as a reference

resource which would conta¡n, once again, a series of goals or objectives, immediate as well as long-

term, which the City would like to see achieved in various mapped districts. The goals or objectives

would be similar to the objectives outlined for urban space development but more detailed. For example,

sightlines to and from historically or culturally significant sites would list the actual sites for preservation;

building heights and footprint size, and building use and age would be mapped for convenient reference;

common exterior building materials and textures used on or surrounding the site would be listed with

materials recommended by the City to be noted; new approved building and urban space use would

be listed (e.9, residential, office, retail, restaurant, park space, skate park, parking lot). The Character

Guide when used solely as a reference rather than a codified set of rules would allow for variations of

building public, semi-public and private spaces which satisfy the direction the City would like the

district to grow in. As the district evolves the short-term goals could be re-evaluated to determine if

they coincide with the values and ideals of the City at the time,

' Establish a density range with respect to residential and nonresidential presence in the area.

Currently, the proliferation of off ice space has created an unbalanced social base in the south portage
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area, There are very few activities or locations within the area which bring in a casual population after

work hours. The younger residents of the City who partake in seemingly undesirable leisure activities,

such as skateboarding and cruising, are discouraged from occupying many of the public and semi-

public spaces within not only the site area but the whole of the City that are not built specifically for

them. Cruising has always been a popular spectator event in the City of Winnipeg. On a Sunday

evening it is not unusual to find hundreds of people lining Portage Avenue from Portage and Main to as

far west as Polo Park, to watch anyone who wishes to drive their vehicle, vintage or otherwise, up and

down Portage Avenue. The "event" is not announced in the paper, or advertised anywhere else for that

matter. lt started with a few people gathered in a parking lot who wanted to share their love of the

automobile. Over the years, this admiration has grown into a local tradition passed on by word of

mouth. lt is unfortunate that this tradition is not accommodated further by the City other than not

arresting the cruising automobile drivers. With the abundance of locations created specifically for the

temporary "exhibition" (the majority would prefer 'storage') of vehicles - i.e. surface parking lots - it is

interesting that, until 1999*, no one had proposed an outdoor car show, in which each parking lot

could have a different theme associated with the variety of vehicles wanting to be displayed. The

actual ticket lots for patrons of the car show would be incorporated into the actual car show itself, so

that everyone's vehicle would be on display.

When desÍgning a parking lot, it would be beneficial to think of the parking lot as an actual "parking

area" which would be integrated into not only the immediate vicinity which it is servicing but, the
neighbourhood in which it resides - the context.

All intended activities should be programmed for the parking area site. ln times where we can no

longer afford to under utilize large tracts of land for a single purpose, we should be thinking about all of

the functions an outdoor site can serve, and designs for those possibilities.

A few examples of activities which could take place in a parking area (after it has emptied out for the

day), in addition to ones given in the above recommendations:
. An outdoor market.

' Concert venues (e.9. Fringe Festival, National Screen lnstitute Movie Festival).
. Skating rink (summer rollerblading / winter ice skating).
. Outdoor street hockey tournaments / Skate boarding competitions.

' Holiday festivities (e.9, Canada Day, Manitoba Marathon, Festival De Voyageur).
. A giant office block party for all of the downtown office employees.

Chapter S¡x

* In 1999, several pr¡vate businesses along with

the parficipation of the Cily of Winnipeg and the

Downtown Winnipeg Biz Assocafion created
"Cruz in Downtown". The Cruz rb a day long

event held ¡n the summer whlch showcases

v¡ntage automobiles. Anyone can reg¡ster their

vehicle for a fee of ten to fifteen dollars. In 2003

the event was held in the area bounded by St.

Mary Avenue, Hargrave Street, York Avenue and

Kennedy Street. Ihe showcase rs open to the

public, with free eyents as well as ticket events.
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' South Portage Street Festival - an extension of the Portage Street Festival.

' Winnipeg Skiing Marathon (a new event with could start in a prominent location such as

Assiniboine Park, then make its way to Riverfront Drive through the downtown via the parking lots

and various connector streets, then finishing off at the Forks),

The permit and approval process needs to be more user friendly for developers as well as other
users of the process.

This could easily be accomplished with more communication between the different approval

departments or the establishment of a group made up of key members from each department to act

as a liaison between the public and the various planning departments. This group should be able to

answer the majority of the public's questions or at least be able to find the information that an individual

is looking for

All City information needs to be compiled in a more thorough and comprehensive way.

A catalogue of all of the historical and current statistical information (which at present is scattered

amongst the different City department offices, or known as anecdotal information by a few long{erm
City employees) should be created. I have found throughout the information gathering process of my

research that each department is unsure as to what information the other is storing or knows. Something

as simple as a complete listing on the City of Winnipeg website, including what each city department

is responsible for, would save the public a lot of time and phone calls when searching for information.

A Public transit plan should be drafted to supplement any and all parking schemes, and new
capital and large scale private projects built in the downtown.

A properly researched and well thought out public transportation plan can augment parking deficiencies

in a given area and help curtail traffic congestion often caused by the increase in private vehicular

traffic. lt would be in the best interests of the C¡ty to implement the public transit scheme prior to the

construction of the new parking facilities. This way the public has the opportunity to use the new or

improved transit routes; thereby, possibly encouraging more people to use public transit rather than

their automobile. After a trial period the City may properly evaluate, or make a better approximation of,

the amount of parking needed in the downtown (whether as surface lot parking or multi-level parking

facilities or perhaps no new parking areas at all).
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ln any and all documents published by the City for use by the public and city departments, the
language used should be concise, clear and appropriate.

Language used in government publications is often confusing, complicated and inaccurate (in both

official languages). For example, in many city bylaws or design standards the term "landscape" is

often interchanged with plant material or vegetation, when the terms landscape and vegetation have

two completely different meanings. I have found publications greater than thirty years old seem to be

easier to read and a lot shorter even though they say the same thing as newer versions of the same
documents,

The following is an interesting proposition, lt could work, howevel other factors such as location of
the lot and who it serves would also have to be considered. lt is a tricky problem, but one that I feel

deserves attention and the consideration of the City of Winnipeg.

To ensure the demand for a properly designed and built parking area is present, the City would have to
create a parking fee schedule. The amount a parking lot operator would be allowed to charge their
customers for a monthly parking permit, or hourly ticket rate would be dependent on how well the
parking lot development answers the City's recommendations for the site. A development that meets
the demand for parking only and does not address the needs of the surrounding locality, or contribute
a positive image of the area would charge the most for parking. The rationale behind this is people

would be more willing to use the parking lot (being the visually pleasing, designed parking area) with
the lower rates, ensuring a constant demand for the site. This translates into a consistent annual
revenue for the owner which would help cover the increased maintenance costs associated with highly
developed sites. lt would also contribute to a positive image of the area which would (a) attract outside
investors, and (b) help change the negative perception about downtown Winnipeg which is prevalent

amongst its' residents.

Chapter Six
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Process

Chapter Seven

As a part of the site analysis a photo inventory of each parking lot in the site area was made. The

inventory includes contextual images of each parking lot as well as one overall image taken from "outside"

of each lot looking in. The "outside looking in" photographs were the catalyst for a series of viewshed maps

- a set of images organized by street which show the projection of our sight, or the buildings we can see,

from a specific viewpoint, in this case the location where the photographer was standing. The viewsheds

served two purposes: (1 ) they helped create a two-dimensional representation of a three-dimensional image;

and, (2) they illustrate a very strong visual connection that exists within the site area via the open spaces

(i.e. the surface parking lots). This sense of connection throughout the site was further explored using the

physical connections of the parking lots themselves in a series of edge condition maps entitled one big
parking /ot. The idea behind the edge conditions was to find a way of transforming the s¡te into one big

parking lot. Edges 1 through 6 explore the connection of the parking lots usíng the streets (1), then adding

open spaces (2 and 3), next by gradually removing the buildings (4a to 4c), until the whole site was eventually

filled in (5 and 6). Edge 7a to 7d revisit the viewshed connections by overlaying all of the viewsheds onto

one map, gradually taking away the black overlapping shards; then, adding them back in by themselves. ln

this exercise I was trying to create connections but still preserve pockets or openings where one could "get

out of the parking lot." Edge I looks at the actual edge connections of each lot. The edge, or 'site' boundary

of each parking lot was extended until it 'hit' a building. ln some cases, when the building was a parking

structure, the site line continues through to the next solid structure. Edge 9a to 9c revisits the viewshed

overlays using the rectilinear geometry of the first set of edge conditions to create vehicular and human

scale pathways. The accompanying text describes the creation of the viewsheds and edges, The free-

association texts are reflections of my thought process as influenced by the images, and the wicked paradigm

of urban space as described through the parking lot,
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Vìewsheds

Vaughan Streel

l--__: il

ffi

Kennedy Street

Edmonton Street

Chapter Seven

28 March 2002

attached are a series of screen captures ol
photographic viewsheds of almost all of the
parking /o¡s. fhe exercrse starfed off as a

serles of /rnes from the view point to whatever

building I could see based on my lot p¡ctures.

but the map created was too 2-dimensÌonal.

static. the polygons are a bit more dynamic

and are an ¡nterest¡ng way of showing a 2D

image as a 3D image without shadows. p/us,

the colors and overlaps turned out a lot better

than I had thought.

the purpose of all this was to help me figure

out some sort of pattern(s) to use as a
possib/e base for any forms created (in the

process of being ...).

r-¿+ r.l

Carlton Street
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All Viewsheds

Hargrave Street
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One.big park-ing.lot Edge Conditions

4
.k,

Block lots

¡--t-,1,. nl

Edge 2

Edge 1

Chapter Seven

24 April2002

the grouped lots map is a simplified version of
the existing parking lots. /ots on the same

block which are visually and physically

connected have been grouped together.

edgel was an attempt to create a bounding
edge around the /ots, once again which were

visually and physically connected. but now

I'm thinking.. hmmm. I'm not sure what I'm

thinking with that one. edge2 is a combination

of the street with the /of edges, which doesn't
quite cut it either. hmmm hmmm hmmm.

I think I know what your saying but I'm not surc

how to combine the three images and have it
make sense.

edge3 is a quick stab at ¡t. the pink-ish jagged

line was an attempt at showing the existing
paths from one lot to another without having to
jump over snow fences. fhaf's why it doesn't
go through some of the lots. I'm thínking this
pink line is more what the shape should look

like but I'm not sure where to stop it. I'll keep

stretch¡ng Í and see what happens. it still

doesn't seem rþhf.

Edge 3
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movement. . .

. . . of people. of things. of us. against each other. with each other. for ourselves.

we are very territorial of the space we move in. whether it be in our skin, surrounded by clothes, moving in a crowd; or in a car, surrounded by moulded metal,
plastic, rubber, driving down the street. here in North America we have become spoiled with our wide open streets and sidewalks, we have a right to four
metre wide lanes; to the assumption that you will be given enough room in front of / behind you to do whatever it is you need to do - while walking or driving
a vehicle of course, this may just be a prairie phenomenon. (we have all this open space. why not use it). as you move further east across the country, over
the ocean to the European shores, the picture is much different. the space for the vehicle on the road becomes much smaller. a driver in Athens, Greece for
example, does not assume anything they almost seem to allow (or expect?) five cars on a four lane highway with scooters and motorcycles weaving their way
through the traffic. as long as each driver is allowed to move with everyone else than all is well. the fundamental concept is that we are all still driving cars, no
matter where we are. how do we move in them? why are we so territorial? why does the space change? how do we move around them? for the pedestrians
the stakes are much higher' pedestrian cross-walks and sidewalks are a token gesture to the city planners and residents of Athens, people are allowed to
cross the street because the drivers allow them to. they are safe on the sidewalks as long as no one decides to park on them. the Metro and bus stops are
the pedestrians only haven.

getting to them is their hell,
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Edge 4a

j-L-l. ñ

Edge 4c

Edge 4b

Chapter Seven

25 April 2002

but if it's all filled in, where does it stop?

theoretically you could keep filling in

connect¡ons until the whole city is black. what

do you do w¡th the buildings? I haven't figured

it out. quite frankly, I wonder about how

everything is laid out. the whole city. all cities.
fhai is a diversion whÌch always seerns fo

squlrm ils way in there. what do we do with

the bu¡ld¡ngs? what do I do with the parking

Iots? when it's filled in rt seerns so dul/.

homogeneous. contained. where's the

variation? in my mind, I can't seem to distort(?)

it far enough.

the slreeÍs as parking |ots in mot¡on rs good.

pelect way of expressrng lf.

I think we do tend to ¡gnore the buildings. they

are someflmes just there. just as everything

e/se ls Tust there. I don't think I want to
necessarily place them somewhere e/se. il's

morc moving the trace of them. the visual

trace of them. I think this is becoming more

about percept¡on than the physical thing. or at
/easf sfarfrng out that way than figuring out

how the physical fits in. how do we physicalty

alter the park¡ng /ots? this is like working on a

never ending math problem. you go through it
over and over again with no luck. than in a
sp/rÊsecond with no warning the solut¡on

unfolds before your eyes and it all makes
perlect sense.

Edge 5
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we have buildings

slreets

parking lots,

and the personal space around the buildings

streets and parking lots,

I think too much has been taken. or maybe not enough...

'the buildings are the fringe. the edge. is the variation in the shift of movement from here to there.' "do we ignore the buildings as the buildings ignore us."
do the buildings ignore us?

"thisisonebigparkinglotandwearegoingtodesignitasthat." layerbackthebuildings. layerbackthestreets. onceagain, I'mnotsurelunderstandit(this).
layers. layers of what. cohesive space. plug-ins.

invisible mass, flowing through it, them. why should parking lots create a wall. a boundary, why does anything. remnants, permanent yet always seen as

something destined for a greater purpose. "all spaces should be treated with the same care and respect." so why have we deemed the parking lot, as it
exists, as the poor cousin which needs to be shown how to be better than it is? are these parking lots truly bad? do we have to make them better (if better is

what they need to be)? trust. safety. purpose, -partVing pgt value. permanence,

lng 
¡mpermanence.
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Edge 7a

Edge 7c Edge 7d

Edge 7b

Chapter Seven

28 Aprll 2002

(edge 7a)

I'm not that surprised by the result. I was

trying to find a way of making it look that way,

and ldid. can lsee rTas one big parking lot?
yes and no. when looking at the map ... on

second thought change that to no. when t

look at the map or when I'm downtown, I try to

see fhrs thing as someth¡ng dìfferent. not

necessarìly one big lot but some image that is

in my head but I can't.... anryay, I can't get
beyond the limitatÌons of what is there. yet. |m
waiting Íor my eyes to catch up to my brain. or
my brain to catch up to my mouth. or all three

to catch up to my gut.

the idea o[ one big lot ¡sn't out to lunch. it's

quite fascinating. I just don't want to stañ
going into this saying that is exactly what I'm
going to create. perhaps thrs resrstance is part
of the problem. but, for now, lwould like to

conttnue just trying to figure out how it all

works.

íl
\¡.
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"what is liked and despised at almost the same time about parking lots". about parking. about park_ing, about _.
inconvenience. hassle. getting out of the car. not driving. people walking. pedestrians. safety, money. value. is it worth it. worth what. leaving your car.

or putting yourself at risk. the evolution of the automobile. of movement. do we like to move. do people like to walk. to jog. to run, or do we do it because
we are bored. because we don't move enough. guilt.

we park the car because we have to. a consequence of driving. of movement, moving, why hide it, them. hiding cars is hiding ourselves. "it's a matter of

_.' I think convenience and safety.

shift in movement. trace of them. visual trace. "variation is in the shift of movement."
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Edge 8 Edge 9b

Edge 9c

Chapter Seven

19 September 2002

garage bands. garage sa/es. drive-ins.

rectangles - blocks. rotated. a driving

experience. a walking experience. an

experience. the goal. "treat buildings as the
parking |ots are now." I don't understand what

this means. /¡ seems to be just sw¡tch¡ng

roles. the situation sfays fhe same. the

infrastructure remains. I want to change that.

sw¡tch the infrastructure. not Granville lsland.

I've seen it. I don't much care for it. /t seerns

more like an intense "Forks" rather than a part

of the city. like I said - Granville is an anomaly.

an isolated event. I don't want space to be

iso/ated. lwantyou to get sucked in- then

pulled out.

dragged kicking and screaming.

rectangles. why. overlapped. rotated. lrom

different points. where. very two dimensional.

plan. no elevation. fhe process of lhe

rectangles. but how do they fit in with

movemenL of people. of cars. of us. of them.

grid-like patterns thrown askew.

Edge 9d
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A Wondrous Space

I like to call it the Paley Park of Winnipeg.
ln actual fact, this space has no name. lt is a sliver of land oriented north south, approximately 13.75

metre wide, 39 metre long, located between two buildings at 402 and 398 Portage Avenue respectively.

A property assessment role-number its only legal form of identification.

Programmatically speaking, at one time some thought had been put into possible activities that could
take place in this space.

The lot is divided roughly in half. The north-half facing Portage Avenue is surfaced with unit pavers, while
the south half has been left as a compacted gravel surface. A wrought iron fence, approximately 8OO

mm high with a 1.5 metre central opening and shrubs planted alongside it, separates the two halves. ln

the north paved portion there is a raised stepped concrete platform located against the east building,
two planters located against the west building several trees and an Events kiosk.

The raised concrete platform is large enough for staged events, such as one-person band concerts,
dance performances, public speaking. I would like to think this was the intended purpose of the
platform. However, it, as well as the planters, is primarily used as a meeting place; a seating area for
people eating their lunch, waiting for the bus; panhandlers, smokers and a place to just sit and watch.
The Events kiosk serves as a public bulletin board where notices such as concerts, community meetings,
lost pet information, and city notices are posted.

An interesting unintended use of the space is as a throughway for people walking from Graham Avenue
to Portage Avenue and vice versa, even though passage through the site is discouraged due to a chain
link fence, approximately 2 metre high, closing off the south end of the lot. Despite the hole created by
users pulling away at the padlocked entrance in the fence, the fence still remains. I am unsure as to why
the lot has been divided and subsequently only partially built up or "designed".

I chose this site as a wondrous space not because of how it is but how I see it. I see it as a place where
benches, tables and chairs should exist in anticipation of people wanting to sit in them. I see it as an
invited path, an eventful connection between Graham and Portage. I see it as a comfortable room with a
view

1 4 January 2002

Process

The Íollowing is a series ol one page essays
written about three wondrous spaces, chosen
by me, located w¡thin the practicum site area.

fSrdenote: Thewondrous space has been made
impotent. Since June 2001 the chain which
locks the gate of the chain-link fence, but which
was long enough to allow people ¿o pass
through with a bit oÍ effott, has been replaced
with a much shorter chain, barring any
movement beyond the fence; cutting off the only
public link from Graham to Portage apart from
fhe sfreets. ln effect, destroying one of the
outstanding qualities that made thr.s wondrous
space uniquel.
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Another wondrous Space

The junction of two back lanes,
One oriented east-west, located behind buildings fronting lhe 276-254 block of Portage Avenue between

Smlth Street and Garry Street; the other, north-south extending from the midpoint of the first. This back
lane junction serves as a parking space for the people who work in, live in, and occupy the buildings

that bound it.

It is also a place of awe.

The first and possibly the only intended function of these two back lanes was as delivery and service
vehicle access for the buildings. Pedestrian movement through the space was considered in the context
of people walking to and from their parked vehicles, with the occasional person using it as a passage
from one street to the other. The back lanes are not necessarily spaces of neglect, but spaces we figure
are hidden so well that there is no need to embellish them. lt is interesting to note that back lanes were
probably the first unintentionally human-scale spaces. The width of the lanes, entrance ways, doors into
buildings are all of a size that is comfortable for people. Lighting of the spaces and minor detailing are
the only aesthetic components which are not properly exploited.

The junction in question, however, is interesting in that it contains these minor details which make you

stop and wonder. Along the back edge of one of the east side buildings, arranged amongst a variegated
yellow, black, grey, brown brick wall there is a series of collages set within picture frames extruded
approximately 6 inches from the wall. The uppermost collage consists of what seems to be a window
frame within the picture frame. As your eye continues upwards it is drawn to three wood panel doors
aflixed 314 of the door length below the roof edge of the building. I am not sure of the reasons behind
the collages and doors and I have never tried to find them. I would like to think the discovery of them by
an unsuspecting passer-by and the delight this may bring them is more than just cause. Along the
continuous backwall of the north buildings is a variety of signs painted on to the wall advertising the
store or office people are walking / driving past, Details which, despite being in need of some
maintenance, add a bit of surprise and intrigue to an otherwise dreary setting,

It is ironic that the places we forget about or are most afraid of are the ones which embody the human-
scale urban character we try to design for the busy main streets.

31 January 2002
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and Finally, wondrous Space

The site - a downtown area nine city blocks wide, four blocks long.
Of this area, twenty percent is surface-lot parking, A thing perceived as so mundane and filthy as

surface-lot parking without asking why? Why is it there? Why does it look the way it does? Why is it

designed (or not) the way it is? Who's to say it shouldn't be?

lf we are cont¡nuously stt¡ving to make things better, when do we stop fo ask ourse/yes, 'rs lt
enough?' We are in lhrs conslanf state of flux to what end? Will it ever be enough. t leave this
quest¡on out there, in the open because that is what t am striving towards. The end to the
questlons. The end to the insane, compulsive, obsessed need to know.

There is a high occurrence of surface lot parking in this area because it needs to be there. That is what it

is... a need. An economic need for the commercial businesses such as the local coffee shop, book
store, nightclub, indoor mall, A lack of convenient parking is the primary cause given by residents who
do not wish to shop in the downtown. There is also a social need. People need to feel they have a
choice as to how they wish to visit this area, whether it be by bus or car. Despite their appearance,
surface-lots also give the impression that there are people present whether you see them or not. They
generally give passers-by an indication of events in the area, office / business hours, and general
popularity of a neighbourhood. The worst thing a building could have is an empty lot next to it. I guess
the question could then become, 'how can someone make a lot seem full when it is not?'

After observing the surface lots in this area for some time, I have rarely seen people use them as an
alternate path to a destination not immediately adjacent to the lot. From my own experience I would
guess this could be due to the awkwardness of jumping over a blocking fence; the inconvenience of
having to weave through the parked cars; the apprehensive feeling that maybe I am not allowed to just
'walk through' the parking lot; people staring at you wondering, 'why are you walking through a parking
lot?'; the subconscious fear of some of the spaces. Above all, I think that people just do not see them as
anything other than a parking lot - a place for our cars and that is that,

I have given the designation of wondrous space for the Site because in the end these surface lots are not
just a place for our cars. They are an extension of ourselves, and by and large the urban fabric we live
in. They have a need too, I suppose. The need to no longer be a statistic, a complaint, a chore to
maintain. To no longer be the reason above all to dislike where you live. The need to exist as a positive
realm within our culture,

The need to be . , . what?

06 February 2002
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Excerpt from "City of Winnipeg By-Law No 4935" 30 May 1907, By-Laws of the City of Winnipeg passed

by Council During the Year 1907. Winnipeg: The City of Winnipeg, 1907. (S74-576):

By-Law

4935

Dnay aNo Expness SreNos

3. The stands for drays, express wagons, carts, trucks
and other vehicles kept for hire for the carriage of goods,
wares and merchandise, in the City of Winnipeg shall be as
follows:-- (a) On the following described properry:-- That
piece of land situate in the City of Winnipeg, and being Lot
No. Eleven ( 1 1) of the Bannatyne estate, being on angular lot
between King street and Albert street commencing at a point
on the eastern side of Ki ng street at a distance of two chains
northerly from the north-east side of King srreet (1) one
chain and fifty-seven (57) links and three-quarters of a link
(314) to its intersection with the west side of Albert street,
thence southerly and along the west side of Albert street one
(l) chain and seventy-seven (71) links to a point in the line
between lots ten (10) and eleven (11); thence westerly along
the line between lots ten (10) and eleven (11), seventy-eight
(78) links to the place of beginning. And also a strip of
land extending along the easterly and westerly sides of said
triangular piece of land hereinbefore described, said strip
having an uniform width of ten (10) feet.

SrnNos Fon VEulcl-¡s Kepr Fon Hrn¡

þpendix

By-Law 4935 was introduced by Nderman A. T

Davidson, 27 May 1907, City Council Meeting
Minutes #535,536,582.
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Excerpt from "City of Winnipeg By-Law No. 16502' othen¡¡ise known as the "Winnipeg Zoning By-Law",
passed 14 December 1949, BY-Laws of the City of Winnipeg Dealt with by the Council During the year

1949. Winnipeg: The City of Winnipeg, 19S0:

Winnipeg Zoning By-Law No. 16502

CHAPTER 2

PARKINGAREA, PUBLIC: An open area, other than a street, used for the temporary parking of
more than four (4) automobiles and available for public use whether free, for compensation or as
an accommodation for clients or customers.

PARKING SPACE, AUTOMOBILE: Space for the temporary parking or storage of one (l)
automobile.

CHAPTER 15

GENER,AL PROVISIONS

1501. USE.

(8) PUBLIC PARKING AREAS - AUTOMOBILE AND TRAILER SALES AREAS. EveTy
parcel of land hereafter used as a public parking area or automobile and trailer sales area shall
be developed as follows, subject to the approval of plans thereof by the Zoning Board:

(a) Such area shall be surfaced in such manner that it shall be usable in all seasons; shall have
appropriate bumper guards where needed, and shall be sufficiently enclosed with an

ornamental fence or wall, having a height of not less than two (2) feet nor more than (6)
feet. Such fence or wall shall be maintained in good condition. Where a front yard is
required or a side yard along the street side of a corner lot is required such yards shall be
landscaped and properly maintained.

(b) Any lights used to illuminate said parking areas shall be so arranged as to reflect the light
away from adjoining premises in an "R" district.

Appendix

It is interesting to note, in part (a) the By-Law
takes care to state that any fences or walls to be
built "...shall be maintained in good condition"
and that any requìred yards "...shall be
landscaped and properly maintained " ; whereas,
the current, updated vers¡on makes no mention
oÍ these recommendatÌons.
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Excerpt from Downtown Winnioeg Zoning B)¡-Law 4800, Second Printing. Winnipeg: The City of
Winnipeg, December 1990. (V-1, V-2):

Downtown Winnipeg Zoning By-Law 4800

Part V: Parking and Loading

500 (l) Every parcel of land used or occupied for a parking or loading facility shall be developed
in compliance with the following regulations:

(a) such facility shall be paved with asphalt or concrete;
(b) such facility shall be provided with a system of drainage adequate to ensure that

rainwater will not flow onto abutting lands or public sidewalks in a quantity or
manner inconvenient to the users thereof;

(c) such facility shall be screened from every adjacent public street or residential
use by a lightproof fence 0.75 m [2.5 ft] in height located at the interior limit of
required or voluntary yards, provided that such fence shall not be installed
within I m [3 ft] of the intersection of any driveway or aisle within said facility
with any public right-of-way; and

(d) each yard, required or voluntary, which abuts a public street or residential use
shall be landscaped.

500 (2) In additions, every parcel of land, building or structure used or occupied for a parking or
loading facility shall be developed in compliance with the following regulations:

(a) every aisle within such facility shall be not less than 6 m [20 ft] in width;
(b) every driveway within such facility shall be not less than 3.6 m [2 ft] in width;
(c) every parking space shall be not less than2.4 m [8 ft] in width, not less than 6 m

[20 ft] in length, and nor less rhan 2.13 m [7 fr] in height;
(d) every parking space shall be provided either:

(i) a wheel stop located 0.75 m [2.5 ft] from the limit of such space;
or

(ii) a bumper-guard fence at the front limit of each such space, which fence
may be incorporated into the light proof fence required under clause 500
(lXc);

Appendix

Secfions 501 to 520 outline parking resfricfions
in loading spaces; the use of lloor area to
calculate parking or loading spaces; fhe use of
accessory parking; and rules for lots designated
ParkinglLoading Range One and Parkingl
Loading Range Two.
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The following is a brief history of the development of surface lot parking in downtown Winnipeg as followed
by the City Council Meeting Minutes and Bylaws,

24 August 1903 The use of motorcars, autocars and other vehicles not drawn by horses is regulated
for the first time.

27 May 1907

30 May '1907 By-Law No. 4935 "Stands for Vehicles Kept for Hire" is passed by City Council. The
angular King Street lot created by the Bylaw is the first documented surface parking
lot in downtown Winnipeg.

03 September 1918 City Council Meeting Minute No. 746 - introduces a formal protest from H. M, Agnew,
president of the Carleton Club, against proposed regulations regarding parking of
cars on Main and Donald Streets, Portage and Notre Dame Avenues.

23 June 1919 City Council Meeting Minute No, 727 - From Mr. G. F. Richard regarding the
necessity for the prohibiting of parking of automobiles on portions of Portage Avenue
and Main Street,

23 June 1919 City Council Meeting Minute No. 728 (02 July Meeting Minute No. 7SS; iS Sept
Meeting Minute No. 1029, 27 Oct. Meeting Minute No. 1 203 ) - A draft By-law
proposed by Theo A. Hunt to amend Traffic By-law #7397 prohibiting parking on
Portage Avenue and Main Street.

18 July 1921 City Council Meeting Minute No. 871 - From James Scott protesting the on-street
parkìng of vehicles at the northeast corner of Main Street and Portage Avenue east.

26 September 1921 City Council Meeting Minute No, 1150 - From Edward DuBois, "complaining that
customers are unable to approach wlth their cars to his premise, 324 Smith Street,
on account of parking of autos on said street, and asking for a remedy."

16 April 1928 City Council Meeting Minute No. 466 - The T, Eaton Company requests two
approaches to a proposed private roadway between Hargrave and Carlton Streets,
Portage and Graham Avenues. One approach to be off of Carlton; the other off of
Hargrave.

25 June '1 928 City Council lt/eeting Minute No. 826 - The T. Eaton Company Ltd. requests three
approaches to its new parking ground on the west side of Carlton Street between St,
Mary Avenue and Graham Avenue.

07 January 1929 By-Law No. 13060 was passed - the first CiÇ of Winnipeg Zoning By-Law. No off-
street parking mentioned,

Alderman A. T. Davidson introduces a By-Law in reference to stands for vehicles kept
for hire,

þpendix

The Eaton Co. private roadway is now the
entrance to the present Eaton's parking garage
located on ¡he slfe.

The "new" parking ground still exr'sts and rs rn
use today.
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1 7 February 1 930 City Council Meeting Minute No 1 87 & 246 - A motion is passed to send a
committee to principal cities in Canada and the United States to study parking and
traffic regulations. The committee would comprlse six alderman from the City of
Winnipeg Council to be chosen by the council.

14 December 1949 By-Law No 16502 is passed - An updated version of the 1929 City of Winnipeg

08 August 1950

09 July 1951

Zoning By-Law, which was the first to define parking areas and parking lots, and
outline the general use conditions of a parking area and parking lot.

City Council Meeting lr/inute No. 1133 (27 Nov, 1950 Meeting Minute No, 1690) -
First mention of building a parking lot, as well as indexing the term "parking lot".

City Council Meeting Minute No. 976 - "Establishment of 20 car parking lot on
south side of James Avenue between Princess and King Street." lt was to be built
at an estimated cost of $1 ,470.00 with a recommended charge of g1 per month be
made for each stall. This was to be the first City owned pay-for-use surface parking
lot.

City Council Meeting Minute No. 303 - A committee is established to investìgate off-
street parking needs due to a "...serious shortage of automobile parking space off
the street in the downtown district". Later that year, the Downtown Business
Association of Winnipeg expresses a desire to meet with the above-mentioned
committee about off-street parking, [Meeting Minute No. 141 5]

City Council Meeting Minute No. 881-15 - The area between Water and Notre Dame
Avenues, lúain and Victoria Streets is recommended to be purchased outright by
the City for off-street parking,

City Council Meeting Minute No. 976 - A motion to set aside the centre boulevard
of Broadway, which used to house the streetcar tracks, for car parking was not
passed. fihis motion gives an idea to what extent members of City Council were
willing to go to alleviate the rapidly growing problem of parking needs in downtown
Winnipeg.)

By-Law No. 17484 - lntroduced the first set of penalties for "...contracentions of by-
laws or regulations of the City respecting the parking of vehicles," The payment
schedule lists unlawful parking during rush hours; double parking; parking in
prohibited areas, including bus stops, loading zones, etc.; overtime parking in
restricted areas; meter violations; and any parking violation not specified above.
This Bylawwas amended in 1957 (No. 17831) by listing "parking in bus stops" as a
separate violation with an increased fine of $5 from 93.

By-Law No. 18056 - lntroduces the establishment of a Parking Authority for the City
of Winnipeg.

03 March 1952

06 July 1953

04 August 1953

04 July 1955

/f ls nof known whether the committee was
actually sent, and there seems to be no record
of their Íindings.

14 July 1958
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Parking Occupancy

The following five maps show the capacity of each parking lot in the south Portage site area, at

either 10:00 4.M., 1:00 PM., and 2:00 PM.
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The Eaton's parking lot on the south side of Carlton Street (a) has

shown an increase in parking occupancy due to the unavailability of the

Eaton's parking lot on the north side of Carlton Street (b).
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Walking Time

The following map documents the time taken to walk the length of each north/south street from portage

Avenue to Broadway in the site area. (wait times at traffic lights were included).

The arrows indicate the direction walked Smin
40sec
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The routes shown here were walked through existing openings between buildings and fences.
Designated pedestrian crossings at traffic lights were used only when the light for traffic flowing in the
direction to be walked was green (i.e, I was able to cross the street without waiting).

Due to the one-way street system, it was quite easy to cross the street at any
time along the route. ln fact, I found it was more convenient to cross
several metres before or after the pedestrian cross-walks at the

intersections. lt was easier to anticipate the actions of the

drivers when they had already chosen their driving
lane rather than wondering where they will

go after turning at the intersection.

finish
1O:27
(

l0;1 5 a

26 November 2001

porlion of ror¡lc lûkcn
llrorr0h llrD llhni)o(/ Sq(rdrc
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The two routes shown here were walked accompanied by a six year old child, who had never visited the
area. The child decided where to go with no predetermined directions except for the location of two
destinations: the first being the intersection of Broadway and Garry Street (reached at 2:52 pm);
the second located a few metres north of St. Mary Avenue on Kennedy Street,

where we began. ,/\
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Parking Lot Age

The following map shows the relative age of each existìng surface parking lot (as of 2OO3) since the
exact year of construction could not be determined. Lots subdivided into various age groups show
the portion of the current parking lot which existed during the designated time frame.
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Building Use - as of December 2001

ffi uotut l Motut

Sourece: City of Winnioeg Buildinq Use Map, Faculty of Architecture, University of Manitoba
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The following are maps showing the development of the south Portage site area.
Of interest is the change of density and scale of the buildings in each decade (as
illustrated in Figure 1.4 in Chapter One). lf known, the month or time of year the
original source map was created has been included.

@@

February 1 91 B

Source: 1918 Fire Advisary lnsurance Mao, Provincial Archives of Manitoba.
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ffi Ore 1918 buildings

f] oresent buirdings

fl surraæ parkins lots

January 1927-30

Source: 1927-30 Fire Advisory lnsurance Mao, Provincial Archives of Manitoba
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Source: 1950 Air photo of downtown Winnipeg, City of Wìnnipeg Photometric and Mapping Branch.
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$S ore 1918 buildinos

[ Þresent buildings

I surfaæ parking lots

Summer '1 962

Source: 1962 Air photo of downtown Winnipeg, City of Winnìpeg Photometric and l,4apping Branch.
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ffi Ore 1918 buildinOs

I present buildrngs

[F "u,t"æ 
parking lots

Spring 1972

source: 1972 Au photo of downtown winnipeg, city of winnìpeg photometric and Mapping Branch
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June 1977
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Summer 1979
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ffil ore 1918 buildinss

i-l present buitdings

flsurface parking lots

April 1989

Source: City of Winnioeg Downtown Base Map, Faculty of Arhitecture, University of lvlanitoba
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September 2001

Source: City of Winnipeg Digital Map, City of Winnipeg ptanning Department (2000)
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Selected Street / Downtown lmprovement Case Studies:

Port-a-Parks

- Winnipeg, Manitoba, Started in 1970.

- "The Port-a-Park concept developed by the City had been utilized in several Downtown locations to
convert the potential nuisance of vacant sites into attractive and useful open spaces." (lntroduction, port-a-

Parks 1970). Eight (8) sites were chosen; four (4) within the practicum site area.

- Port-a-Park's were seen as a temporary solution until the city owned land was purchased for development.
The last Port-a-Park structure (located on the southwest corner of Main Street and McDermot Avenue) was
taken down in the spring of 2000 when a nightclub, which took over the vacant building adjacent to the site,

bought the site for use as an outdoor patio and private parking.

Graham Avenue Pedestrian Mall / Transit Corridor

- Winnipeg, Manitoba. Proposed in i974.

- The initial proposal was to prohibit all vehicular traffic, with the exception of transit buses, emergency
vehicles, and certain designated vehicles along Graham Avenue from Vaughan Street to Donald Street.

The plan was to create a winding single-lane road for the transit vehicles with widened pedestrian strips
along either side, punctuated by pedestrian nodes such as a bandshell and beer garden, and food
concessions. Cooperation was intended from the two major malls at either end of the designated str¡p of
Graham Avenue (Hudson's Bay Company and Eaton's) in the form of outdoor markets and other attractions

created on their own and civic property. The Graham proposal has striking similarities to the Nicollet Mall

development in Minneapolis, Minnesota. (Miller, C. 1B)

- The actual project was built in 1989-90 as a Transit Corridor. The only ideas from the original plan to be
realized were the widening of the sidewalks to encourage pedestrian use and the restriction of private

vehicles along a portion of Graham Avenue (the section between Carlton Street and Fort Street).

Nicollet lt/all

Minneapolis, Minnesota, Bu¡lt in 1965 to i967.

originally proposed by Barton-Aschman Associates lnc. in 1957, then revised in 1961 .

Urban design by Lawrence Halprin and Associates.
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- The first transit corridor/ pedestrian mall, eight blocks in length (approximately 270,000 square feet). The

wide sidewalks with outdoor markets and serpentine road were the impetus for the Graham Mall plan.

- The development has been very successful. lt is interesting to see an outdoor pedestrian environment

work so well in a city with a winter climate similar to that of Winnipeg,

Carscape Parking Lot competition

- Columbus, lndiana (1988). The Carscape competition was created to generate ideas for a large piece of
real estate in downtown Columbus, lndiana. The criteria for the competition specified that each design had

to address the design of a three hundred car parking lot divided into three lots to be built in three phases -

one phase per parking lot. The parking lots should be able to exist on their own and as a group, allowing

the city the choice of building one, two or all three of the parking lots. This also allowed Columbus the

option to tear down one of the parking lots should the need arise.

The competition was open to any architect registered ¡n the United States, or any registered landscape

architect, or any member of the ASLA (American Society of Landscape Architects) or the AILA (American

lnstitute of Landscape Architects). Associations of architects, landscape architects, designers, and their

consultants were allowed to enter as long as at least one member of the group met the above criteria.

Portage Streetscape Development

- Winnipeg, Manitoba. Started in the spring of -1999 for the Pan American Games hosted by the City of
Winnipeg. The hope was to get as much of the design built as possible for the opening of the games,

- The key elements of the design are: widened sidewalks with "parking pockets" reducing Portage Avenue

from an eight-lane road divided by a narrow boulevard, to a six-lane road; coniferous and deciduous trees
in large planters dispersed evenly along a seven city-block stretch from Fort Street to Vaughan Street; light
standards modelled on standards in downtown Winnipeg of the early 1900s; and new sidewalks inlaid with

a detailed paving pattern.

By the fall of 1999, four months after installation, most of the coniferous trees were dead and dying
due to either poor planting or the heat of the summer months. Many of the trees still living blocked store
fronts and signage. Some of the annuals planted during the games in planters located in front of portage

Place (a large three block indoor mall development) were ripped out; however, most of the perennial vines
planted amongst the coniferous trees were left alone.
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Another Conclusion

It ìs about space. lt is about how we see it. lt is about why we allow it. lt is about knowing that something is not right wìth it even if we cannot say

how it should be. or something is right with it even though everyone else disagrees. lt is allowing for the possibility of disagreements and discussion in an

environment where the results mean something.

It is about changing how people think. lt is about discovering how I think. what I think. why I think the spaces that we create. are they leftover spaces or

signs of extreme ingenuity. of efficient transportation. to move. people move from point A to B. ls it a want or a need. do we need to move. lf so, how do

we accommodate that need. research and studies about specific spaces show a passion or caring for the planning of these spaces. but what about the

space itself. there can be a space made up (comprised) of excellent materials (quality of product) but there is no feeling to it. the ambience is nonexistent,

do people care about space. do they have a feeling for a space that is not their own. that which they do not inhabit in any way. if we lingered more as we

walk down the street or wait at a bus stop or a red light, would we care about the space we are in. I think people should be given the opportunity to linger.

or let themselves just stop and listen once in a while. just stop. why did parking lots begin to crop up in the site. there was no cohesive plan as to how the

area should grow. how it should develop. lt was disregarded before it had a chance to get started, once the houses and land were permitted to be

subdìvided over and over agaìn to the smallest possible liveable space the site lost its . . . what. it's feeling. it's character. the residents were gradually

pushed out. industry and large commercial enterprises took over. a close-knit residential community is what the site needs again. a constant presence.

then, I believe, discussions about the site would be more prevalent and thought out, much more developed.

the aesthetic quality of the parking areas. how do they feel, how do they look. how do we feel about them. how do we look at them. how do we

experience them. what mood do they create. are they inviting. are they a breath of fresh aìr. are they claustrophobic, do they keep us out. do they keep

cars in. a sea of grass creeping in from beyond the fences. asphalt laid in such a manner as to create a crackle finish that allows moss to grow within the
jagged lines. cobblestone to give a rough and bumpy ride as you try to sing along to the radio. linger after parking the car. just sit.,. and linger.

or walk amongst the cars, weaving through checking out what everyone else likes to drive. at night, a soft glow of light giving a hint of materials, surfaces,
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textures with strong beams of light accentuating key features or paths. the sidewalks bleed into the curbs, into the streets, into the paths. fences are

created with vegetation, light texture... a feeling. intimacy is another good word. how intimate do we want these spaces to be. the urban scale is a very
intimate scale. private. connected or perhaps punctuated by the public realm. the spaces between buildings, parking areas, at the side of the street can
be very personal even if, in some instances, they are very much in the public eye. the areas within back alleys are my personal favourite. downtown, these
are the places that have been left unmarred by the revitalization attempts. left to tell their stories. to defend themselves or be protected by everything else.

It is about shadows and light. should the parking areas be bathed in light or a forest of shadows. perhaps they are the clearing in the forest. a moment of
calm. a place to collect your bearings. should cars be included. or should they be excluded. should the term "parking areas" revert back to a definition used
during the creation of Central Park in New York. Texture Light Shadows Surfaces Walls Patterns Materials Character Quality Care.,, a Moment. a Feeling.

where am I going with this? where have I gone with this?

we are creating spaces. not definitions, not requirements. not

mandatory stalls per one thousand square feet of floor area.

.Spaces

thanks for reading


